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ABSTRACT
With the rise of the peer-to-peer sharing economy, Airbnb has become the leading
platform as an online marketplace that allows homeowners to contract short-term leases or rents
to tourists. It has expanded rapidly around the globe. This study comprehensively reviews
previous literature with respect to the marketing of Airbnb. The study then summarized and
categorized 12 motivators linked as causative agents for guests choosing Airbnb. Using the pushpull theory, along with research on the consideration set, this study examines the relationships
between Airbnb motivators and guests’ repurchase intention. This study further examines how
the consideration set moderates these relationships.
Seventy-eight Airbnb guests were surveyed using a paper-based survey questionnaire in a
pilot study. It shows that 13 factors were identified in principal component analysis. In the main
study, a sample of 397 complete usable surveys were collected from an online platform.
Supporting predictions, all motivators significantly predict repurchase intention. However,
contrary to predictions, consideration set did not moderate the relationship between motivators
and repurchase intention. The study’s theoretical and practical implications are discussed.

Keywords: Airbnb, motivators to use Airbnb, repurchase intention, consideration set.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In the contemporary hospitality industry, the sharing economy is booming (Guttentag &
Smith, 2017). Airbnb, the principal hospitality service in the sharing economy, is an online
marketplace that allows home-owners to lease or rent in the short-term to tourists (Guttentag,
2015). Founded in 2008, Airbnb has expanded rapidly around the globe, having the biggest
market share for lodging in the sharing economy. By the summer of 2016, more than onehundred million guests have used Airbnb (Chafkin & Newcomer, 2016; Guttentag, 2015).
Airbnb controls listings of over 2.3 million room inventories, giving it a market valuation of
approximately 30 billion dollars (Chafkin & Newcomer, 2016).
As an exemplar of the sharing economy, Airbnb has created a long-term threat to the
“traditional” hotel industry (Guttentag, Smith, Potwarka, & Havitz, 2018). Its room inventories
are more than the total room inventories of the three largest hotel companies combined (i.e.
Hilton, Marriott, and InterContinental) (Chafkin & Newcomer, 2016). Its market valuation is
thirty percent greater than that of the Hilton (Chafkin & Newcomer, 2016). Twenty-five percent
of leisure travelers and 23% of business travelers were expected to use Airbnb by the end of
2017 (Molla, 2017); while nearly two-thirds of Airbnb users reported having used the service as
a substitute for a standard hotel (Guttentag & Smith, 2017). The market share of Airbnb is
expected to continue growing, especially among travelers who are under 40 years old (Guttentag
& Smith, 2017). This market share is based on the percentage of total sales in the lodging
industry.
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Problem Statement
To cope with this new competitor, hoteliers need to understand what contributes to the
continued success of Airbnb. Previous studies show that service quality and higher price value,
compared to hotel accommodations, are the top factors that contribute to its success (Guttentag,
2015; Guttentag et al., 2018). In particular, perceived price value is the main strength that Airbnb
employs to entice potential guests, and to induce existing guests to keep using the service
(Guttentag et al., 2018; Mao & Lyu, 2017). Despite the usefulness of price value analysis, other
factors, such as: location, sustainability, social interaction, and novelty play a role in influencing
guests’ choice when using Airbnb (Hamari, Sj€oklint, & Ukkonen 2016; Mody, Suess, & Lehto,
2017; Tussyadiah & Zach, 2015).
Compared with perceived price value, there are other critical factors that make Airbnb a
preferred choice among users. There are three main reasons for this. First, traditional hotels
suffer from a cost disadvantage when competing with Airbnb. Traditional hotels are required to
pay additional costs that do not apply to Airbnb hosts. Unlike traditional hotels, Airbnb hosts are
not required to comply with many legally mandated hotel operations, including occupancy tax,
safety, and fire codes, and liability insurance requirements (Edwards, 2013). Second, due to
various regulations and requirements, it is almost impossible for traditional hotels to match
Airbnb on price/economic value. For example, traditional hotels are required to maintain ADA
requirements, and to comply with local fire and safety codes (Llewellyn, 2014). Finally, previous
literature indicates that price and economic benefits are both less important than other motivators
(Lamb, 2011; Quinby & Gasdia, 2014). When interviewing budget travelers, Lamb (2011) found
that price or economic benefit is the primary motivator in no more than thirty percent of the total
bookings for accommodations. Factors such as: “authentic experience” and “close personal
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connection” are the main considerations in the remainder of the bookings. Some studies have
indicated that a number of other factors, such as: location, homely feel, price/economic value,
sharing economy ethos, sustainability, electronic word of mouth, authenticity,
enjoyment/hedonic motivations, social influence/value, home benefits, and social
interactions/community have induced guests to choose Airbnb over traditional hotels ( Camilleri
& Neuhofer, 2017; Chu & Choi, 2000; Dolnicar & Otter, 2003; Guttentag & Smith, 2017;
Hamari et al., 2016; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Liang, 2015; Mao & Lyu, 2017; Mody et al.,
2017; Poon & Huang, 2017; Satama, 2014; Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016; Tussyadiah & Zach,
2015; Yang & Ahn, 2016). As a result, it is necessary to identify the effects of various factors
that entice guests to purchase Airbnb.
Indeed, recent research shows that guests’ purchasing decisions can be influenced by a
complex suite of emotions that are both directly and indirectly related to decision-making
cognitive appraisals (Achar, So, Agrawal, & Duhachek, 2016). Because motivation can induce
individuals to behave in certain ways, this study addresses these questions, drawing from various
studies on motivation (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977, 1981). Existing literature classifies
motivation into two types: intrinsic and extrinsic (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977, 1981). Even
though existing studies have examined the effect of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators on
Airbnb guests, they remain limited in two ways (Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Chu & Choi 2000;
Dolnicar & Otter 2003; Guttentag & Smith, 2017; Hamari et al., 2016; Johnson & Neuhofer,
2017; Liang, 2015; Mao & Lyu, 2017; Mody, et al., 2017; Pesonen, 2016; Poon & Huang, 2017;
Tussyadiah & Satama, 2014; Tussyadiah & Zach, 2015; Yang & Ahn, 2016). One is that there is
no previous literature that categorizes motivators based on how they are defined; thus, there are
overload factors. For example, the sharing economy ethos suggested by Guttentag et al. (2018) is
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similar to the sustainability concept suggested by Tussyadiah and Pesonen (2016), and Hamari et
al. (2016). When both the sharing economy ethos and the sustainability concept are considered,
these motivators can help decrease unnecessary waste and negative impacts on the environment.
With this in mind, the present study will attempt to classify existing motivators.
According to the push-pull theory, it is not enough to categorize all existing Airbnb
motivators into either intrinsic or extrinsic without further examining the effect of these
motivators on consumer behavior. Thus, this study examines the linkage between
intrinsic/extrinsic motivators and guest repurchase intention. The present study examines the
effect of motivators on guest repurchase intention because of three major reasons.
First, in order to improve future sales, business owners seek maximum favorable
repurchase intention due to the fact that repurchase intention is the key determinant for actual
buying behavior, and is directly related to future sales (Dodds, Monroe, & Grewal, 1991;
Morwitz, 2014). Since it costs approximately five times to attract new consumers compared to
the cost of retaining current consumers, repurchase intention will bring more benefits to business
entities.
Second, it is necessary to find out whether intrinsic or extrinsic motivators are the most
significant factors affecting repurchase intention. Some existing studies highlight the point that
the most significant effect on Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention is price/value (Lamb, 2011;
Morgan Stanley Research, 2016; Quinby & Gasdia, 2014; Tussyadiah, 2015). Based on the
outcomes, the present study can help business owners tailor their products and services. For
example, if the result shows that novelty is the motivator that has the most significant effect on a
guest’s repurchase intention, then hotel managers and Airbnb owners can improve the novelty of
their products and services in order to attract more potential guests.
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Third, the present study applies its defined consideration set as the moderator for linkages
found between motivators and Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention. Since previous studies did
not test whether Airbnb guests considered booking accommodations from hotels as well, it can
be invalid to assume that all Airbnb guests are the same. Indeed, it is possible that Airbnb guests
considered booking from hotels first, and then decided to purchase accommodations using
Airbnb. On the other hand, certain Airbnb guests did not consider traditional hotels, and booked
directly from Airbnb. Imagine that a guest is facing a purchase decision having different levels of
complexity; he or she can be impacted by intrinsic and extrinsic motivators that affect their
decision to greater or lesser degree (Iyengar, Lepper, & Diener, 2000). This study applies
research on the consideration set, and examines the moderating roles of the consideration set on
the relationships between intrinsic/extrinsic motivators and repurchase intention. The importance
of addressing the consideration set in this study is to better help business owners attract potential
guests. For instance, the result clearly shows which motivator has a significant influence on those
Airbnb guests who considered booking their accommodations from hotels. Meanwhile, the result
also provides insights to Airbnb owners showing how they can improve their products and
services, especially for unstable guests. All in all, this research fills a gap by employing the pushpull theory to explain how factors behind Airbnb’s success fulfill intrinsic and extrinsic needs,
which in turn influence guests’ repurchasing intention. This research also focuses on the
consideration set, and examines the moderating role of the consideration set with regard to
guests’ decisions to purchase using Airbnb.
In summary, the purpose of this study will be three-fold: (a) use push-pull theory to
categorize motivators as intrinsic or extrinsic; (b) test the effect of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivators on guests’ repurchase intention, and (c) examine the moderating effect of the
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consideration set on the linkages between motivators and guests’ repurchase intention. This
study makes three major contributions to the literature of push-pull theory, the consideration set,
the sharing economy in the lodging industry, as well as providing practice for hoteliers. From a
theoretical perspective, this study contributes to the influence on guests’ decision making by
understanding specific motivators that can induce Airbnb purchases. In order to attain the most
accurate and precise outcome, this study employs the consideration set to moderate the effect on
the linkages between motivators and repurchase intention. This study further applies push-pull
theory to categorize motivators, and to conduct a survey of guests who have booked their
accommodations using Airbnb. Thus, the study will show which factors induce guests to
purchase from Airbnb. It will also indicate the moderator effect of the consideration set on the
linkages between motivators and guests’ repurchase intention. In addition, this study is capable
of revealing factors that contribute to the success of Airbnb, and enables hotels to make
appropriate improvements. From a practical perspective, this study is beneficial to managers in
order to better understand the underlying motivators that affect their purchasing decisions. Thus,
traditional hotels will have more possibilities to compete with Airbnb in the marketing of the
lodging industry. By identifying the motivators of the Airbnb guests who have considered
booking accommodations from hotels, hoteliers are advised to pay attention to this group of
guests, and try to find substitute products and services that can attract these potential guests.
Also, by carefully identifying their guests’ motivators, both hotel managers and sharingeconomy companies can tailor their amenities to their clients based on their needs.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
This chapter reviews previous studies regarding Airbnb guests’ motivation and the
consideration set that influences guest decision making. The first part of this chapter includes a
review on motivation theory, followed by a discussion on motivators that induce guests to
choose Airbnb. Drawing on the existing research on push-pull motivation theory, this study
classifies as intrinsic or extrinsic those motivators that guests use to choose Airbnb. The second
part of this chapter gives an overview of repurchase intention, consideration set, and how guest
decisions are affected by the above-mentioned motivators. After reviewing motivation theory,
categorizing motivators of Airbnb, studying repurchase intention and the consideration set, this
chapter proposes hypotheses.
Motivation
Motivation can be described as “the reasons underlying behavior” (Guay et al., 2010, p.
712). The process that leads people to behave in a certain way (Jansson-Boyd, 2010). Motivation
has been shown to be an important factor behind consumer decisions to purchase a product
(Smith, 1954). In addition, motivation has been classified into two types: (a) extrinsic, and (b)
intrinsic (Calder & Staw, 1975; Deci, 1971, 1972; Pinder, 1976; Porac & Meindl, 1982;
Pritchard, Campbell, & Campbell, 1977; Scott, Farh, & Podsakoff, 1988). Intrinsic motivation
refers to the individual’s inherent desire to do something for his or her own sake, while push
factors, as a source of extrinsic motivation, are defined as the expected outcomes or values that
drive individuals to perform certain activities. Extrinsic motivation is defined as the external
factors that drive an individual to perform certain activities (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977,
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1981). These external factors are disparate from the activity itself, and include such things as:
improved job performance, pay, and promotions (Lawler & Porter, 1967; Mitchell & Biglan,
1971; Vroom, 1964). The perceived usefulness in using a computer can be classified as an
extrinsic motivation (Davis, Bagozzi, & Warshaw, 1992). In contrast, intrinsic motivation refers
to the performance and the process of an activity, including factors such as the enjoyment of
using a computer (Berlyne, 1966; DeCharms, 1968; White, 1959).
To better understand motivation of Airbnb guests, it is necessary to review push-pull
theory in the hospitality industry. One of the most commonly used theories to examine
consumers’ motivation in the hospitality and tourism research is push-pull theory (Crompton,
1979; Dann, 1977, 1981). It is popular because of its simplicity in distinguishing motivators as
either intrinsic or extrinsic; these can lead an individual to behave in a particular way. Push
factors are defined as sources of intrinsic motivation referring to the individual’s inherent desire
to do something for his or her own sake, while pull factors are defined as source of extrinsic
motivation referring to the expected outcomes or values that drive individuals to perform certain
activities (Crompton, 1979; Dann, 1977, 1981; Gnoth 1977, Uysal & Jurowski 1994). For
instance, Dann has identified “escape” as the push factor of tourists that is the greatest reason to
travel. Dann explained that escape means that tourists want to run away from familiar and
common-place situations, such as: the job, the boss, the customer, the commute, the house, the
lawn, the leaky faucets (Dann, 1977). On the other hand, pull factors are identified as motives,
and they are identified to be the desirable features of the destination, such as: sunshine, relaxed
tempo, and friendly natives. During the two weeks in the summer, the sun and sea attracted
millions of North American tourists (Dann, 1981). Based on the above discussion, the push
factor refers to intrinsic motivators, while the pull factor refers to extrinsic motivators.
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Existing literature for studying intrinsic and extrinsic motivations focuses on business in
general, such as: consumer behavior in retail contexts, or work and school performance based on
the ground theories proposed by Berlyne (1966), DeCharms (1968), and White (1959). Only a
few exceptional studies investigated and classified both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators
behinds customers’ choices in the hotel industry. Studies performed on consumers’ motivators in
general business did not list the features related to the hotels or resorts that could attract
consumers.
However, the literature of consumers’ motivators in the hotel industry highlighted both
the tangible and intangible amenities related to the hotels or resorts that can consistently attract
consumers. The products or services from hotels are different from other products selling in
markets because intangible assets distinguish hotels as experience-dominant service contexts
(Shaw, Bailey, &Williams, 2011).
Related to push factors, uniqueness-seeking (Wang, Luo, & Tang, 2015), interpersonal
experience (Wang et al., 2015), social networking (Wang et al., 2015), health trends (Damijanić
& Luk, 2017), relaxation and award (Damijanić & Luk, 2017), novelty (Damijanić & Luk,
2017), homely atmosphere (Gunasekaran & Anandkumar, 2012), local touch (Gunasekaran &
Anandkumar, 2012), and guest-host relationships (Gunasekaran & Anandkumar, 2012) have
been shown to be associated to intrinsic motivators that induce guests to purchase from sources,
which include boutique hotels, wellness hotels, and alternative accommodations. In the context
of wellness hotels, some authors explained three intrinsic motivators for better understanding:
health trends that represent the inner desire to improve one’s health, relaxation as an individual’s
desire to de-stress in a peaceful place, and as a reward for their hard work, novelty that refers to
the desire to try something new (Damijanić & Luk, 2017). The alternative accommodation refers
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to established locations, such as: service apartments, commercial homes, and guest houses that
provide paid lodging to the tourists on short-term bases (Gunasekaran & Anandkumar, 2012).
Related to pull factors, decoration and theme (Wang et al., 2015), site value (Wang et al.,
2015), value for money (Gunasekaran & Anandkumar, 2012), entertainment and recreation
(Damijanić & Luk, 2017), and cultural and natural heritage (Damijanić & Luk, 2017) have been
found associated to extrinsic motivators that led consumers to purchase from either patronize
boutique hotels, or wellness hotels, or alternative accommodation. Authors have pointed to the
value of money, such as: better price than hotel, local experience, ready availability, positive
online reviews, and personalized hospitality in Indian alternative accommodation (Gunasekaran
& Anandkumar, 2012).
The above literature contributes to our understanding of consumers’ motivation in
general, and in particular to the hospitality industry, with clear definitions and explanations of
both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators. However, limited research has applied push-pull theory
to investigate both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators of Airbnb guests. Although Guttentag,
Smith, Potwarka, and Havitz, (2018) examined the motivators of Airbnb guests through five
clusters, they did not study all possible factors. Therefore, this study applies push-pull theory to
categorize all Airbnb motivators that have been identified in the existing literature. Because the
above-reviewed literature does not clearly address the factors that motivate guests to choose
Airbnb, the present study intends to broaden the knowledge base by focusing on Airbnb’s guests’
motivation factors.
Motivation Factors to Choose Airbnb
Facing the rapid success of Airbnb in the lodging industry, it is necessary for hoteliers to
better understand what factors motivate guests to choose Airbnb. Specifically, Airbnb is an
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online marketplace and hospitality service that allows homeowners to lease or rent in the shortterm to tourists (Guttentag, 2015). It has the biggest market share for lodging in the sharing
economy, and has expanded rapidly around the globe (Chafkin & Newcomer, 2016; Guttentag &
Smith, 2017). Guttentag et al. (2018) analyzed “both the internal drives that inspire someone to
travel (push factors) and the particular characteristics of a certain travel product that persuade the
traveler to choose it (pull factors).” Previous studies identified the following twelve factors that
contribute to the success of Airbnb. A number of factors have been identified that affect Airbnb
guests’ repurchase intention:
Financial rewards. The term financial rewards refers to both direct and indirect rewards
that Airbnb guests can obtain financially. Financial rewards can be reflected in two factors,
namely price value/economic benefit and home benefits. Price value/economic benefits is
identified as consumers’ cognitive tradeoff between the perceived benefits of the products and
services and the monetary cost for using them (Venkatesh, Thong, & Xu, 2012). The term home
benefits refers to the larger space to rent, and access to household amenities. Home benefits are
found to be the third motivation in choosing Airbnb (Guttentag & Smith, 2017; Morgan Stanley
Research, 2016). Guttentag et al. (2018) stated that the main home benefits are larger space and
access to household amenities, while a homely feel refers to benefits that guests expect to fulfill
by staying at Airbnb. Indeed, the above two factors are direct and indirect financial rewards to
Airbnb guests. For example, price value/economic benefit is a direct monetary reward for Airbnb
guests; this includes offering the same sized room with a lower rate in the same area (Forgacs &
Dimanche, 2016). On the other hand, home benefits are indirect financial rewards for Airbnb
guests, such as: offering kitchen or laundry facilities for free (Morgan Stanley Research, 2016).
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There is extensive literature studying the motivations of Airbnb guests that acknowledges
price (economic benefits) as the primary motivator driving guests to choose Airbnb (Morgan
Stanley Research, 2016; Lamb, 2011; Quinby & Gasdia, 2014; Tussyadiah, 2015). In general,
the search for monetary benefits has been found to be one of the primary extrinsic rewards for
staying in peer-to-peer accommodations (Bellotti, Ambard, Turner, Gossmann, Demkova, &
Carroll, 2015; Botsman & Rogers, 2011; Gansky, 2010; Lamberton & Rose, 2012; Möhlmann,
2015). Forgacs and Dimanche (2016) confirm that Airbnb can provide accommodations at more
competitive prices than traditional hotels. This primary motivator also applies to other companies
employing similar sharing economy models, such as Uber and Lyft. This price motivator
definitely lures a significant percentage of guests away from traditional hotels. McCarthy (2018)
compiled a data chart from eight major tourist destinations around the world that clearly displays
Airbnb’s advantageous price (or economic benefits) compared to traditional hotels. Figure 1 is a
data chart displaying Airbnb’s advantageous price (or economic benefits) compared to traditional
hotels.

Figure 1. Average room price per night in selected major cities in January 2018. Adapted from “
Is Airbnb Really Cheaper Than A Hotel Room?,” by N. McCarthy, 2018, Forbes, Retrieved from
https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/01/23/is-airbnb-really-cheaper-than-a-hotelroom-in-the-worlds-major-cities-infographic/#7aa05e5b78ac
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Recent literature, however, argues that Airbnb rates are actually higher than hotel rates in
many destinations (Lane & Woodworth, 2016). Guttentag and Smith (2017) proposed the
following explanations for this price discrepancy: (a) Airbnb serves a broader market than
traditional hotels; (b) Traditional hotel and Airbnb markets have a limited number of overlapping
guests, even though they both offer diverse products and services; (c) Airbnb rentals can offer
units having more than two rooms, whereas, for the same price, traditional hotels only offer one
room; (d) Traditional hotel room rates are frequently found to be more expensive in some of
Airbnb’s biggest destination markets, causing guests to falsely believe that Airbnb’s room rates
are always cheaper than those of hotels. This indicates the need to explore other factors that
contribute to the success of Airbnb, which would allow traditional hotels to replicate Airbnb’s
success and compete with this new rival. Guttentag et al. (2018) identified larger space and
access to household amenities as major home benefits. These benefits clearly display the
uniqueness of Airbnb accommodations when compared to traditional hotels. Thus, Baker (2014)
and Grant (2013) thought that traditional hotels cannot compete with the unique aspect of Airbnb
accommodations. Survey results for both U.S. and European Airbnb users highlight the
importance of having one’s “own kitchen” (Morgan Stanley Research, 2016).
Local authenticity. Local authenticity is defined as the ability for guests to
experience authentic local lifestyles in diversified locations offered by Airbnb. Local authenticity
can be reflected in two factors: location and authenticity/local authenticity. Locations is
identified as accommodations that are located in diverse areas of a particular market having
unique ambiance and surroundings (Guttentag & Smith, 2017; Tussyadiah & Zach, 2015).
Authenticity/Local authenticity is identified as the desire to share real life experiences of places
visited, or at least to see life as it is really lived (MacCannell, 1973, p. 594). Airbnb guests were
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offered more choices of location (Guttentag et al., 2018) and greater opportunity to experience
the authentic daily local reality (Week, 2012). For example, on a tropical island, Airbnb guests
could choose to stay on a boat instead of in a house. This offering can satisfy both motivation
factors, which are location and authenticity/local authenticity. Because location and local
authenticity are very similar, this study categorizes them both into one group.
The diversity of locations within a particular market can drive people to prefer Airbnb
over hotels, elevating location convenience to the second motivator for Airbnb users (Guttentag
et al., 2018). For example, some people prefer to stay away from tourist destinations or business
districts, but most hotels are located in these two areas. Previous literature also highlights the
importance of location when users are booking their accommodations from traditional hotels
(Chu & Choi 2000; Dolnicar & Otter 2003). Tussyadiah and Zach (2015) highlighted an
additional location motivator, being neighborhood ‘ambiance’. They found that Airbnb guests do
consider more subtle features of the surroundings when considering booking an accommodation.
As a consequence, guests prefer the flexibility and diversity of locations offered by Airbnb.
Week (2012) also pointed out the attractiveness to visitors when they experience the
authentic, daily reality of the local people. It has recently been emphasized that authenticity is a
well-known concept for Airbnb's successful experience (So, Oh, & Min, 2018). Obviously, it has
become necessary for traditional hotels to pay more attention in providing authentic local
experiences for their customers. That is why both the Hyatt and Radisson hoteliers have
launched new brands focusing on authentic and local elements (Hyatt Hotels Corporation, 2015;
Birkner, 2016). Coincidentally, the web-based business “CouchSurfing” operates a hospitality
and social networking service that provides local cultural experiences for guests, even though
their stay may be short (Chen & Geographies of Globalizations, 2012).
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Word of Mouth. Word of mouth is defined as social commentary and influence from
different platforms that reach Airbnb guests. Words of mouth can be reflected in two factors:
social influence/value and electronic word of mouth (eWOM). Social influence/value is defined
as affirmation that important or popular people give to consumers regarding the use of a
particular product (Venkatesh et al., 2012). The term eWOM refers to personal communication
and reviews given by consumers on online platforms about products and services (HennigThurau, Gwinner, Walsh, & Gremler, 2004). Electronic word of mouth (eWOM) is another type
of social influence/value, because it consists of people giving direct commentary on websitebased platforms about specific products and services (Hennig-Thurau et al., 2004). Because these
two motivation factors are based on the same concept, but presented on different platforms, this
study categorizes social influence/value and eWOM into one group.
Previous literature has highlighted the acceptance of word-of-mouth by consumers,
which has increased the propensity of consumers to use it as a valid source of information
(Walker, 2001). Another research finding suggests that social influence is positively correlated to
consumer behavioral intentions when considering Airbnb (Satama, 2014). The eWOM plays an
essential role in website-based social sites; guests seek validation from eWOM before making
purchase decisions on Airbnb. Mao and Lyu (2017) point out that eWOM increases guest
intention to repurchase Airbnb. Also, eWOM may increase guests’ perceived value of Airbnb,
while, at the same time, decreasing perceived risk (Liang, Choi, & Joppe, 2018).
Social Connection. Social connection consists of the interactions among Airbnb guests,
their hosts, and the local communities. This connection provides a homely feel to Airbnb guests.
Social connections include two factors: social interactions/community and homely feel. Social
interactions/community is identified as direct communication with hosts and local people, as
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well as receiving insider information regarding local attractions (Poon & Huang, 2017). Airbnb
provides a platform that allows both hosts and guests to communicate with each other directly,
resulting in a good opportunity for sharing information and connecting with local communities
(So et al., 2018). For example, guests can ask for information from their hosts, such as where
local people like to hike, visit and dine out (Stors & Kagermeier, 2015). Furthermore, Camilleri
and Neuhofer (2017) suggest that social interactions include showing guests around, sightseeing,
sharing information about local transportation, and introducing friends to guests. Airbnb
provides social interactions not only between hosts and guests, but it also allows local people to
enter into the social equation.
Homely feel is identified as that sensation causing guests to feel like they are staying at
their own homes (Guttentag et al., 2018). Home feel is different from home benefits, because it is
about personal feelings rather than the facilities offered by Airbnb. Both sub-factors, social
interactions/community and homely feel, are related to the connection between hosts and guests.
Specifically, homely feel is a personal feeling that hosts can offer their guests in the context of
local ambience, whereas social interactions/community relates to communication between guests
and hosts. Their similarities outweigh their differences. Therefore, this study categorizes social
interactions/community and homely feel into one group.
Sustainability. Sustainability is defined as the capacity for people to satisfy their needs
without exceeding the capacity of their supporting ecosystem. Sustainability includes two
factors: sharing economy ethos and sustainability. Sharing economy ethos is identified as the
desire for Airbnb guests to spend their money locally; this causes them to stay with Airbnb
because it is environmentally friendly (Guttentag et al., 2018). Sustainability is identified as the
collective belief that collaborative consumption can help decrease unnecessary waste and
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negative impact on the environment. Sharing economy ethos and sustainability are rooted in the
same ethical belief, causing them both to be identified as sustainability practices. Sharing
economy ethos relates to the sustainability of the local community, while environmentally
friendly features relate to the sustainability of the environment. Regarding the sharing economy
ethos, Guttentag et al. (2018) found that Airbnb guests want to spend their money locally, prefer
to stay with Airbnb because it is environmentally friendly, and like the philosophy of the
company. Although Tussyadiah (2015) and Kasim (2004) had similar findings, these three ethos
items were not significantly supported. In comparison then, these experiential benefits of Airbnb
users are less strongly supported than practical benefits, such as: price, amenities, and location
(Guttentag et al., 2018; Kasim, 2004; Tussyadiah, 2015).
Additionally, sustainability means the beliefs that the development of new products and
the use of raw materials can be reduced through collaborative consumption. Collaborative
consumption can help the local economy and community, which influences guests to choose
Airbnb (Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016). Sharing economy is considered as an umbrella concept
that includes collaborative consumption (Hamari, Sj€oklint, & Ukkonen, 2016). Since
sustainability reflects the beliefs thorough collaborative consumption, this study categorizes
sharing economy ethos and sustainability into one group.
Novelty. Novelty is identified as the degree or frequency that consumers prefer to be
exposed to new products and services (Manning, Bearden, & Madden, 1995). In earlier literature,
Lee and Crompton (1992) showed that “unpredictability” is one of the few motivational factors
that respondents generally disapproved of. However, Manning et al. (1995) defined novelty as
the degree to which consumers like to achieve information about or to experience new products
and services. Guttentag and Smith (2017) highlighted that Airbnb users desire to do something
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new and different, to have unpredictable and unique experiences, and to share experiences with
friends and family. Similarly, Mao and Lyu (2017) used the term “unique experience,” which
they defined as a traveler’s desire to participate in non-standardized, individually-tailored tourist
products and services.
Technology Enjoyment. Technology enjoyment is defined as the guests' tendency to
enjoy searching, reviewing and booking their accommodations from the Airbnb's online-based
platform. Enjoyment/hedonic motivations is identified as the enjoyment or fun a consumer will
experience through using a product (Venkatesh et al., 2012). Ha and Stoel (2009) suggested that
a hedonic motivation is about enjoyment or fun, which can lead consumers to accept a new
product or innovation in spite of its unpredictability. In technology literature, hedonic
motivations are the enjoyment that consumers get when experiencing new technology
(Venkatesh et al., 2012). In the retail industry, consumers’ attitudes to online retail shopping is
positively affected by hedonic motivations (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001; Ha & Stoel,
2009). When Airbnb guests enjoy feelings surrounding their stay, it can, by extension, produce a
positive attitude toward Airbnb (Yang & Ahn, 2016). Also, Tussyadiah and Pesonen (2016)
suggested that Airbnb can be an enjoyable experience. In particular, Satama (2014) showed that
guests have fun booking their accommodations using the Airbnb website.
In this present study of Airbnb, technology enjoyment was measured using Ju et al.
(2019) measurement. It includes two factors: website responsiveness quality and website
efficiency quality. Website responsiveness quality is identified as the extent to which consumers
perceive that the online services from retailers are responsive and helpful (DeLone & McLean,
2003). Website efficiency quality is identified as consumers’ overall perception regarding the
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efficiency, system availability, and other electronic service-related quality attributes (Ju, Back,
Choi & Lee, 2019).
Summary of Airbnb Motivators
Table 1 summarizes the aspects that motivate guests to choose Airbnb, including
motivators, sub-factors, definitions, and key citations. There is a total of 13 motivators: price
value/ economic benefits, home benefits, locations, authenticity/ local authenticity, social
influence/ social value, electronic word of mouth (eWOM), homely feel, social interactions/
community, sharing economy ethos, sustainability, novelty, website responsiveness quality, and
website efficiency quality.
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Table 1
List of Factors that Motivated guests to Choose Airbnb
Domains
Financial
rewards

Local
Authenticity

Definitions

Factors

Definitions

Literatures

Financial rewards
include both direct and
indirect rewards that
Airbnb guests can obtain
financially.

Price value/
Economic benefits

Consumers’ cognitive tradeoff
between the perceived benefits
of the products and services
and the monetary cost for
using it (Venkatesh et al.,
2012).

Bellotti et al., (2015), Botsman
& Rogers (2011), Gansky
(2010), Guttentag et al., (2018),
Guttentag & Smith (2017),
Lamb (2011), Lamberton &
Rose (2012), Mao & Lyu
(2017), Möhlmann (2015),
Morgan Stanley Research,
(2016), Quinbya & Gasdia
(2014), Tussyadiah (2015),
Tussyadiah & Pesonen (2016),
Satama (2014), and Yang &
Ahn (2016).

Home
benefits

The larger space to rent;
access to household amenities
(Guttentag & Smith, 2017).

Baker (2014), Guttentag &
Smith (2017), Grant (2013),
and Johnson & Neuhofer
(2017).

Locations

Accommodations are located
in diverse areas of a particular
market (Guttentag et al.,
2018). The ambiance and
surrounding of the locations
(Tussyadiah & Zach, 2015).

Chu & Choi (2000), Dolnicar
& Otter (2003), Guttentag &
Smith (2017) and Tussyadiah
& Zach (2015).

Local authenticity is
identified as guests can
experience real lifestyles
on diversified locations
offered by Airbnb.
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Domain

Definitions

Factors

Definitions

Local
Authenticity

Local authenticity is
identified as guests can
experience real lifestyles
on diversified locations
offered by Airbnb.

Authenticity/
Local authenticity

The desire to share in the real
life of the places visited, or at
least to see that life as it is
really lived (MacCannell,
1973, p. 594).

Guttentag et al., (2018), Liang
(2015), Mody, Suess, and
Lehto (2017), and Poon &
Huang (2017).

Word of
Mouth

Word of Mouth is
Social influence/
identified as the social
Social value/
comments and influences
from different platforms
to Airbnb guests.

Important people can give
comments whether consumers
should use this product or not
(Venkatesh et al., 2012).

Satama (2014).

Electronic word of
mouth (eWOM)

eWOM refers to personal
communication and reviews
about products and services
among consumers on the
online platforms (HennigThurau et al., 2004).

Mao & Lyu (2017).

Homely feel

Feels like staying at their own Guttentag et al., (2018).
homes (Guttentag et al., 2018).

Social interactions
/Community

Communication with hosts
and local people; receiving
insider suggestions of local
attractions (Poon & Huang,
2017).

Social
connection

Social connection is
the interactions among
Airbnb guests, their
hosts, and the local
communities; and this
connection will provide
homely feel to Airbnb
guests.
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Literatures

Guttentag et al. (2018),
Johnson & Neuhofer (2017),
Camilleri & Neuhofer (2017),
Poon & Huang (2017), Mody et
al. (2017), and Tussyadiah &
Pesonen (2016).

Domain
Sustainability

Novelty

Definitions
Sustainability is
identified as people can
satisfy their needs
without exceeding the
capacity of their
supporting ecosystem.

Factors

Definitions

Sharing economy
ethos

Airbnb guests want to spend
their money locally, prefer to
stay with Airbnb because it is
environmentally friendly, and
like the philosophy of Airbnb.
(Guttentag et al., 2018).

Guttentag et al., (2018).

Sustainability

The beliefs that collaborative
consumption can help
decrease unnecessary wastes
and negative impacts on the
environments. Collaborative
consumption is believed to
efficiently deploy excess
capacity of resources in order
to reduce the development of
new products. Also,
collaborative consumption can
support local residents
financially (Tussyadiah &
Pesonen, 2016).

Tussyadiah & Pesonen (2016),
and Hamari et al., (2016).

The degree to which
consumers like to
achieve information
about or to experience
new products and
services (Madden, 1995).

Literatures

Guttentag et al., (2018),
Johnson & Neuhofer (2017),
and Mao & Lyu (2017).
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Domain
Technology
enjoyment

Definitions

Factors

Technology enjoyment
Website
is identified as the
responsiveness quality
guests enjoy searching,
reviewing and booking
their accommodations
from the Airbnb’s online
based platform.
(Satama, 2014).
Website efficiency
quality
The enjoyment or fun a
consumer will
experience through
using a product
(Venkatesh et al., 2012).

Definitions

Literatures

The extent to which
consumers perceive the
services from online retailers
are responsiveness and
helpful (DeLone & McLean,
2003).

DeLone and McLean (2003),
Loiacono, Watson, and Goodhue
(2002), Ju et al., (2019),
Tussyadiah and Pesonen (2016),
and Satama (2014).

Consumers’ perception about
efficiency, system
availability, and other
electronic service-related
quality attributes from the
analysis of online reviews (Ju
et al., 2019).

Loiacono et al., (2002), Ju et al.,
(2019), Tussyadiah and Pesonen
(2016), and Satama (2014).
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Classification of Motivators of Airbnb
Studies show that some factors are significantly more important than others. A few
studies have listed local authenticity, technology enjoyment, sharing economy ethos, social
interactions and novelty as intrinsic factors that have positive impacts on Airbnb guests
(Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Guttentag et al., 2018; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Liang 2015;
Mao & Lyu, 2017; Mody et al., 2017; Poon & Huang, 2017; Satama, 2014; So et al., 2018;
Tussyadiah & Pesonen 2016). However, researchers have yet to categorize these factors that
motivate guests to choose Airbnb. It is necessary to categorize the motivators, and to examine
both the intrinsic and extrinsic ones. Precise insights for business owners can be achieved by
examination of these motivators; they can then launch tailor-made projects that improve their
products and services. Previous reviews on push-pull theory distinguishes push factors as sources
of intrinsic motivation that refer to the individual’s inherent desire to do something for his or her
own sake. Push factors as sources of extrinsic motivation are defined as the expected outcomes
or values that drive individuals to perform certain activities (Dann, 1977, 1981; Crompton,
1979). Table 2 includes seven intrinsic motivators and six extrinsic motivators that comprise a
suite of features relating to the main generators of motivation.
Table 2
List of Factors that Motivated guests to Choose Airbnb
Classification

Domains
Local authenticity
Social connection

Intrinsic Motivators
Sustainability
Novelty

Factors
Locations
Authenticity/ local authenticity
Homely feel
Social interactions/ community
Sharing economy ethos
Sustainability
Novelty
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Financial rewards
Extrinsic Motivators

Word of mouth
Technology
enjoyment

Price value/ economic benefits
Home benefits
Social influence/ social value
eWOM
Website responsiveness quality
Website efficiency quality

Despite its usefulness in identifying motivators of Airbnb guests, the existing literature is
limited when it comes to the relationship between these motivators and Airbnb guests’ outcomes,
such as purchasing intention. This limits researchers’ ability to estimate those motivators that
have a greater influence on guests’ outcomes. It is necessary to test the relationship between the
motivators and guests’ outcomes. The next section reviews guests’ outcome in term of customer
repurchase intention.
Customer Repurchase Intention
This study examines guest repurchase intention as an outcome because it is useful in
predicting the actual behavior of guests (Ajzen, 1985, 2002; Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975).
Purchasing behavior has been studied in detail in a variety of different venues, such as:
purchasing a new automobile (Morrison, 1979), staying in a hotel on the next business trip
(Buttle & Bok, 1996), and repurchasing behavior using the same vendors (Prebensen, Woo, &
Uysal, 2014).
Repurchase intention is the willingness of a consumer to purchase a product or service
after purchasing the product once (Dodds, Monroe, & Grewal, 1991). Since repurchase intention
is a key determinant of actual purchasing behavior, it is related to future sales (Dodds et al.,
1991; Morwitz, 2014). Thus, managers always measure purchase intention as an input for
decisions about new and existing products and services (Morwitz, 2014). By capturing the
essence of the repurchase intention, hospitality owners will be able to increase their sales
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revenue, improve their existing products and services, and develop new products and services.
Thus, marketing researchers in the hospitality and tourism industry have been interested in the
relationship between repurchase intention and actual purchasing behavior (Ajzen & Driver,
1992; Bai, Law, & Wen, 2008; Buttle & Bok, 1996). In particular, a business traveler’s intention
was suggested to be an antecedent of their stay in a hotel on their next business trip (Buttle &
Bok, 1996). An individual’s combination of intentions has been shown to be related to selfreported behavior in leisure activities (Ajzen & Driver, 1992). Bai et al. (2008) focused on the
repurchase intention of Chinese visitors via online hotel bookings.
Repurchase intention has significant influence on the actual purchasing behaviors (Ajzen
& Driver, 1992; Bai, Law, & Wen, 2008; Buttle & Bok, 1996). Given the importance of
repurchase intention, it is necessary to better understand what factors can increase consumers’
repurchase intention. In particular, Airbnb is the biggest competitor for online hotel booking,
because Airbnb is a web-based platform that allows homeowners to lease or rent in the shortterm to tourists (Guttentag, 2015). Considered the similarities of the web-based platform and
function of websites for consumers, the following reviews the repurchase intention of online
hotel booking.
Effects of Intrinsic Motivators on Repurchase Intention
Concerning online hotel booking, purchase intention is the desire of consumers to book
rooms on the hotels' websites (Lien, Wen, Huang, & Wu, 2015). There are few previous studies
that examined consumers' intention to book hotel rooms on the hotels' websites (Chiang & Jang,
2007; Sparks & Browning, 2011; Wong & Law 2005). The study suggested that perceived price
is a direct predictor of leisure travelers' purchase intention using on online hotel booking services
(Chiang & Jang, 2007). Sparks and Browning (2011) examined the impact of online reviews on
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hotel booking intentions. Research found that the information quality of the hotels' website
could significantly motivate consumers' online purchase intention (Wong & Law 2005).
By reviewing the factors that have positive influences on consumers' repurchase intention
when booking hotels online or shopping online, a few factors can motivate consumers'
repurchase intention and stimulate their online purchasing behaviors. In particular, price is a key
factor that positively affects purchase intention and subsequent online purchasing behaviors
(Chen & Dubinsky, 2003; Chiang & Jang, 2007; Lien et al., 2015). Perceived authenticity is a
popular topic in cultural tourism studies (Chhabra, 2008). Research findings indicate a
significant positive relationship between perceived authenticity and cultural behavioral intentions
of tourists (Ramkissoon & Uysal, 2011). Online reviews serve the same function as electronic
word of mouth (eWOM); it has a positive influence on repurchase intention when booking hotels
online (Sparks & Browning, 2011; Zhao, Wang, Guo, & Law, 2015).
In addition, social influence is positively related to consumers’ repurchase intention when
shopping at hypermarkets, such as: Walmart, Costco, and Carrefour (Rana, Osman, & Othman,
2015). Existing studies point out that trust can induce consumers’ repurchase intention when
booking hotels online or shopping online (Chen & Dubinsky, 2003; Lien et al., 2015; Chiang &
Jang, 2007). In addition, trust is a key antecedent for purchasing decisions (Hennig-Thurau &
Klee, 1997; Stewart, 2003). Trust refers to the linked relationship between buyer and seller (Lien
et al., 2015). Trust is similar to social connection, because human relation is built around trust
(Chiang & Jang, 2007).
Beliefs on corporate social responsibility such as environmental sustainability are found
to be positively related to repurchase intention when consumers book hotel rooms online
(Sparks, Perkins, & Buckley, 2013). Environmental sustainability positively influences
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repurchase intention on such ecology-minded activities as wine tourism and green hotels
(Barber, Taylor, & Deale, 2010; Jiang & Kim, 2015). The quality of the website refers to the
elements of enjoyment and playfulness; it is an important factor when making online bookings
(Bai et al., 2008; Wong & Law, 2005).
Novelty seeking is a central component of travel motivation (Jang & Feng, 2007).
Therefore, scholars applied novelty seeking to measure the tourists’ visit intention instead of
purchasing intention. In particular, novelty seeking is a significant antecedent of mid-term revisit
intention that was connected to long-term revisit intention (Jang & Feng, 2007). Furthermore,
tourists’ novelty-seeking tendencies moderated the causal relationships among destination image,
satisfaction, and revisit intentions (Assaker, & Hallak, 2013).
In order to attract new guests, hotel managers and Airbnb hosts need to understand the
underlying motivators that prompt guests to choose Airbnb. Based on the basic motivation
theory, intrinsic motivators (needs, wants, and goals) will generate a certain level of tension in
people's minds and bodies; such tensions lead people to take action to release their tension in
order to satisfy these intrinsic needs (Goossens, 2000). Therefore, when consumers’ intrinsic
needs (e.g., novelty-seeking, perceived authenticity, trust, sustainability) are fulfilled by the
business entities, their repurchase intention on the certain business entity will be motivated. In
order to continuously fulfill their intrinsic needs, consumers will be more likely to purchase the
product and service from Airbnb in the future, increasing the repurchase intention. Thus, intrinsic
motivators are related to repurchase intention.
Despite the lack of empirical evidence supporting the relationship between intrinsic
motivators and Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention, existing studies show that perceived
authenticity, trust, beliefs about corporate social responsibility, and novelty-seeking are the
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determinants of purchasing intention in a variety of business contexts (Barber et al., 2010; Chen
& Dubinsky, 2003; Chiang & Jang, 2007; Chhabra, 2008; Lien, et al., 2015; Ramkissoon &
Uysal, 2011; Sparks et al., 2013). Ramkissoon and Uysal (2011) showed that perceived
authenticity can be related to tourists' behavioral intentions to experience cultural attractions.
Perceived authenticity is the same as authenticity, because both of them is the desire to
experience the real life or ‘true colors' of the places visited. Moreover, Chiang and Jang (2007)
showed that trust can be indirectly related to consumer's repurchase intention for online hotel
booking. Trust is similar to social connection, because trust was identified as the relationship
between buyer and seller, such as Airbnb's hosts and guests. In a similar vein, Sparks et al.
(2013) showed that corporate social responsibility can indirectly influence consumer's intention
to purchase a tourism product on an online platform. Emotional response related to corporate
social responsibility is similar to sustainability, because previous research indicates that
corporate social responsibility includes environmental sustainability. Jang and Feng (2007)
showed that novelty seeking is a significant antecedent of mid-term revisit intention of a
destination.
Novelty seeking is the same as novelty, because both of them demonstrate a willingness
to have new experiences with the products, destinations, or services. Therefore, the similar
Airbnb guests’ intrinsic motivators (e.g., perceived authenticity, trust, sustainability, novelty
seeking) can motivate guests’ repurchase intention. Given the similarities, the above studies
provided indirect support to the relationship between intrinsic motivators and Airbnb guests’
repurchase intention. Hypothesis 1 and the related sub-hypotheses read as follows:
H1. Airbnb intrinsic motivators are positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
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H1a: Locations is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1b: Authenticity/ local authenticity is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
H1c: Homely feel is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1d: Social interactions/ community is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
H1e: Sharing economy ethos is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1f: Sustainability is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1g: Novelty is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
Effects of Extrinsic Motivators on Repurchase Intention.
Extrinsic motivators have been demonstrated to activate or alter consumers’ repurchase
intention. Based on the push-pull theory, both intrinsic and extrinsic motivators induce
consumers’ repurchase intention on certain products and services. Based on previous literature,
extrinsic motivators are considered pull factors, because they both relate to amenities of the
products and services that can attract consumers to purchase them. In particular, as a pull factor,
consumers can be attracted by the external rewards, which motivate their repurchase intention.
For example, many guests prefer kitchen facilities that are often provided by Airbnb, while
hotels do not provide such kitchen facilities. As a result, those guests tend to book their
accommodations from Airbnb instead of from hotels. This example shows that extrinsic
motivators are related to repurchase intention.
Furthermore, although there is no empirical evidence supporting the linkage between
extrinsic motivators and repurchase intention, previous studies point out that price, social
influence, online reviews, and quality of website are the factors positively influencing
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consumers’ repurchase intention in a variety of venues (Bai et al., 2008; Chen & Dubinsky,
2003; Chiang & Jang, 2007; Lien, et al., 2015; Sparks & Browning, 2011; Wong & Law, 2005;
Zhao et al., 2015). Specifically, Lien et al. (2015) showed that perceived price has a significant
positive effect on repurchase intention for online hotel booking. Price is similar to financial
reward, because both of these factors are about monetary benefits that consumers will receive
through their purchasing behaviors.
Sparks and Browning (2011) found that online reviews passively influence hotel booking
intentions. Social influences and online reviews are similar to word of mouth, because all three
of these factors are comments offered by others online or offline, and those given comments may
or may not influence consumers' behaviors. Bai et al. (2008) highlighted that the quality of
websites positively influences consumers' online booking intentions at hotels.
Quality of website is similar to the extrinsic motivator technology enjoyment, which
include the factors of website responsiveness quality and website efficiency quality, because they
both highlight the utilization and hedonic features of the website being employed by the
consumers, and have the potential to influence their purchasing behavior. Therefore, the similar
Airbnb guests' extrinsic motivators (e.g., perceived price, online reviews and social influence,
quality of website) can motivate guests' repurchase intention. Given the similarities, the above
studies provided indirect support to the relationship between extrinsic motivators and Airbnb
guests' repurchase intention. Therefore, Hypothesis 2 and the related sub-hypotheses are
proposed as follows:
H2. Airbnb extrinsic are positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2a: Price value/ economic benefits is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
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H2b: Home benefits is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2c: Social influence/ social value is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
H2d: Electronic word of mouth is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
H2e: Website responsiveness quality is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
H2f: Website efficiency quality is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
intention.
Consideration Set
Airbnb’s Guests’ Consideration Set
While the above hypotheses suggest that Airbnb intrinsic and extrinsic motivators can
increase guest repurchase intention, not all Airbnb guests have the same decision-making process
when they book their accommodations. For example, some Airbnb guests may have considered
booking their last accommodations from hotels, but they finally booked their accommodations
from Airbnb. In contrast, some Airbnb guests have never considered booking their
accommodations from hotels at all. As such, different Airbnb guests may be affected by different
motivators, since the processes of their decision-making are not always the same. As a result,
employing consideration set can help to find out how they make their purchasing decisions.
Accordingly, this study proposes that consideration set has a differential moderating effect on the
relationship between intrinsic motivators with guest outcomes, and that between extrinsic
motivators with guest outcomes.
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Consideration set is defined as the subset of brands on which consumers make
evaluations during the consumer decision-making process (Wright and Barbour, 1977).
“Consideration set” is similar to “evoked set” (Howard & Sheth, 1969) and "acceptable brands'"
(Belonax, 1979) in that it encompasses those brands that consumers choose (Ballantyne, Warren,
& Nobbs, 2006). There is a two-stage screening process that leads to the consumer’s final
choice: first, consumers build their consideration set – a set of products and services that
consumers would be willing to evaluate; then, consumers make an evaluation on the brands
based on that consideration set (Roberts & Lattin, 1991). Consumers are more likely to consider
products and services within a consideration set because they have limited information
processing abilities (Roberts & Lattin, 1991). In other words, consideration set allows consumers
to save valuable cognitive resources by engaging in a deliberate processing for a smaller group
of products and services. Consideration set has been widely studied in several industries, such as:
food preparation, e-business, hotel brands, and brand choice (Casidy, Wymer, & O'Cass, 2018;
Srinivasan, Anderson, & Ponnavolu, 2002; Suh, 2009; Tuu & Olsen, 2013).
Before consumers make their final choice, the unique product and service providers
should be itemized in their consideration set (Roberts & Lattin, 1991; Wright and Barbour,
1977). Because the present research focuses on Airbnb guests, Airbnb must be a member of the
guests’ consideration set. However, traditional hotels may or may not be a member of the
consideration set. The number of members in a consideration set is identified as the
consideration set size. Based on the evoke set, the size of consideration set has been frequently
studied (Aurier, Jean, & Zaichkowsky, 2000). Consideration set size was defined as the number
of recalled alternatives that consumers can select from in order to achieve a specific goal
(Johnson, 1989). For example, consumers consider booking their accommodations from either
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hotels or Airbnb (consideration set size equals two). This means that the consideration set size is
bigger for consumers who only consider booking their accommodations from Airbnb
(consideration set size equals one). After the content of each consumer’s consideration set is
known, Airbnb guests can then be divided into two groups: (1) those consideration sets that
include both Airbnb and traditional hotels, and (2) those consideration sets that only include
Airbnb. In the case of this study, consideration set is defined as Airbnb guests having two
different subsets of alternatives: one subset offers only products by Airbnb; the other subset
offers products by both Airbnb and hotels.
Antecedents and Consequences of Consideration Set
Existing literature suggests that consideration set size can be influenced by a number of
factors (Aurier et al., 2000; Casidy et al., 2018; Godek & Eveland, 2018), including consumption
context, breadth of experience (familiarity) with the products, customized versus non-customized
products, and consumers’ perceived relationship with hotel brands. One study showed that the
more unique alternatives offered within a brand category by a single company increased that
brand’s ability to command a bigger share the consumer consideration set; this can lead to a
bigger market share, and a wider chosen ability of that brand (Terech, Bucklin, & Morrison,
2009).
Although consideration set can be influenced by a few factors, it can help to predict
purchasing intention as well. One study demonstrated that the bigger a consideration set is, the
more difficult it is to make a purchase decision (Zhu, Wang, & Chang, 2018). In addition,
consideration set is positively related to repurchasing intentions, because previous research
findings indicate that a bigger consideration set of one product category in a consumer’s memory
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would increase that consumer’s repurchasing intention on that category in the future (Rortveit &
Olsen, 2007).
Cognitive Processing for Different Consideration Sets
Due to the variety of consideration sets available, consumer decision-making processes
are varied. Previous literature has introduced two distinct processes for decision making:
heuristic and analytic (Evans, 1984). When the complexity of choice making increases, people
prefer to simply default their decision-making process by relying on simple heuristics (Payne,
1982; Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1988, 1993; Timmermans, 1993; Wright, 1975). In order to
make quick decisions, individuals tend to employ heuristic processes, which are effortless, and
based on intuition and specific experiences (Strough, Karns, & Schlosnagle, 2011).
Although using consideration sets can help to save valuable cognitive resources by
simplifying purchase decisions, consumers can still face problems with choice overload –
defined as a cognitive process giving people difficulty selecting one item from many alternatives
(Toffler, 1970). This occurs when consumers have too many alternatives in their consideration
sets. In particular, Iyengar, Lepper, and Diener (2000) performed experiments that found
consumers to be better-abled to make a choice when their consideration set was small. They
made consideration sets of various contexts, such as: jams, chocolates, and class essay
assignments. They then compared differing consideration set sizes of six, twenty-four, and thirty.
People were more likely to make a choice when they had six to choose from, the smallest
number of options. Instead of applying more information to evaluate alternatives, consumers
tended to quickly make a decision by using an elimination strategy with a smaller amount of
information used (Iyengar et al., 2000).
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Notably, consideration set has moderated relationships between the anticipated
satisfaction-choice behavior and a brand. The existing study argues that because a consideration
set has moderating effects on the linkage between consumers’ anticipated satisfaction-choice and
a brand, the finding shows that the consideration set of competitive brands played a negative
moderating effect on the relationship between the anticipated satisfaction-choice behavior and a
brand (Iyengar et al., 2000). The relationship between anticipated satisfaction-choice behavior
and a brand will be stronger when the consideration set is large. Nevertheless, Iyengar et al.
(2000) explained that consumers faced with larger consideration sets were more likely to make
the wrong choice in the first trial. Because there are more brands with similar benefits in the
bigger consideration set, consumers have to face more difficulties in making the correct choice.
Tuu and Olsen (2013) argued that, in the food industry, the consideration set exerts a positive
moderating effect on category satisfaction and repurchase loyalty such that the larger the
consideration set the stronger the relationship between category satisfaction and category
repurchase loyalty. In a similar vein, He, Chen, Tam, and Lee (2016) found that a significant
positive relationship between family brand attitude and sub-brand attitude only existed in smaller
consideration sets.
In short, consideration sets moderate the relationship between motivator and guests'
outcomes, such as between anticipated satisfaction-choice behavior and a brand. This also
applies to the relationship between category satisfaction and category repurchase loyalty, and
between family brand attitude and sub-brand attitude.
The Moderating Role of Consideration on the Effect of Intrinsic Motivator
Choice overload happens when the guest consideration set contains both hotels and
Airbnb, because guests need to quickly decrease the number of alternatives within their
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consideration set by applying the heuristic process (Strough et al., 2011). During the heuristic
process, intrinsic motivators have less influence on guests, because guests cannot make quick
decisions based on intrinsic motivators; they are more complicated to measure (Strough et al.,
2011).
When guests have only Airbnb in their consideration set, they face a simpler purchase
decision (Strough, et al., 2011). They tend to apply analytical processes to evaluate all
alternatives (Iyengar et al., 2000). Since the alternatives have already been screened by the
consideration set (Iyengar et al., 2000), customers tend to employ more information to analyze
each alternative (Evans, 1984), such as using intrinsic motivators.
Despite its complexity, intrinsic motivators can provide additional information, such as:
local authenticity, homely feel, and novelty. All the intrinsic motivators are desires that guests
are willing to achieve through purchasing their accommodations from Airbnb. Existing literature
shows that intrinsic motivators can be more impactful than extrinsic motivators when individuals
participate in long-term behaviors (Assael, 1998; Chatterjee, 2018). In other words, the intrinsic
motivators exert a stronger influence on guest repurchase intention when guests only have
Airbnb in their consideration set.
In contrast, guests using a consideration set having both Airbnb and hotels as choices
face a more complicated decision. To avoid cognitive overload, they need to limit the number of
alternatives quickly (Payne, 1982; Payne et al., 1988, 1993; Timmermans, 1993; Wright, 1975).
To simplify this over-burden decision process, intrinsic motivators do not have significant
influence, because they are not as concrete and quantifiable. Therefore, the effect of intrinsic
motivators is weakened for those guests who considered both hotels and Airbnb. In sum,
Hypothesis 3 and the related sub-hypotheses are formulated as follows:
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H3: Consideration set moderates the relationship between intrinsic motivators and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationships between intrinsic
motivators and Airbnb guest repurchase intention are stronger when guests have not (vs.
have) considered hotels.
H3a: Consideration set moderates the relationship between locations and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between locations and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention is stronger when guest have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3b: Consideration set moderates the relationship between authenticity/ local
authenticity and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship
between authenticity/ local authenticity and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger
when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3c: Consideration set moderates the relationship between homely feel and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between homely feel and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3d: Consideration set moderates the relationship between social interactions/
community and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship
between social interactions/ community and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger
when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3e: Consideration set moderates the relationship between sharing economy ethos and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between sharing
economy ethos and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not
(vs. have) considered hotels.
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H3f: Consideration set moderates the relationship between sustainability and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between sustainability and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered
hotels.
H3g: Consideration set moderates the relationship between novelty and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between novelty and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
The Moderating Role of Consideration on the Effect of Extrinsic Motivator
When Airbnb guests considered booking accommodations from either hotels or Airbnb,
they had to evaluate more alternatives than those guests who only considered booking their
accommodations from Airbnb. It results in a more complicated decision-making process. Instead
of evaluating their accommodation options with all available information, those Airbnb guests
who also considered booking their accommodations from hotels used simple heuristics to
decrease the number of their alternatives (Payne, 1982; Payne et al., 1988, 1993; Timmermans,
1993; Wright, 1975). The heuristic method allows guests with both hotels and Airbnb in their
consideration set to simplify their over-burden decision process. This allows for quicker decision
making, and demands less mental effort (Strough et al., 2011). This heuristic process assists in
decision-making by avoiding waste through the separation process of weighing losses as more
important and gains as less important (Strough et al., 2011).
Extrinsic motivators are simpler to process for two reasons: (1) previous literature
identified that financial evaluations mainly happen within the heuristic process, such as avoiding
waste through calculation (Strough et al., 2011). Financial evaluation is similar to the extrinsic
motivators, because both of them relate to monetary aspects; (2) extrinsic motivators, such as the
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exact size of a room, the range of price, and specific location/facilities, are concrete and
quantifiable, making them easier to process.
Supportively, previous literature shows that guests considering competitive laptop brands
normally compare salient benefits liking to their images, such as: duration, processing speed, or
style (Tuu & Olsen, 2013). Similar to extrinsic motivators, salient benefits are amenities offered
by the products. As such, it is common to check additional extrinsic motivators when guests
have alternatives. This is true because they need to compare all vendors before purchasing one of
them.
On the other hand, guests with only Airbnb in their consideration set face a simpler
decision. Instead of relying only on simple heuristics, such as extrinsic motivators, they tend to
apply analytical processes to deliberately consider all available information (Strough et al.,
2011). The limited consideration set reduces the effect of extrinsic motivators on guest
repurchase intention. This is true because the effect of extrinsic motivators may be diluted by
other motivators. Therefore, Hypothesis 4 and the related sub-hypotheses reads as follows:
H4: Consideration set moderates the relationship between extrinsic motivators and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationships between extrinsic
motivators and Airbnb guest repurchase intention are stronger when guests have (vs. have
not) considered hotels.
H4a: Consideration set moderates the relationship between price value/ economic
benefits and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship
between price value/ economic benefits and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger
when guests have (vs. have not) considered hotels.
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H4b: Consideration set moderates the relationship between home benefits and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between home
benefits and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests have also
(vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4c: Consideration set moderates the relationship between social influence/ social value
and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between
social influence/ social value and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger
when guests have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4d: Consideration set moderates the relationship between electronic word of mouth
(eWOM) and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship
between eWOM and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests
have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4e: Consideration set moderates the relationship between website responsiveness
quality and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship
between website responsiveness quality and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is
stronger when guests have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4f: Consideration set moderates the relationship between website efficiency quality and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between
website efficiency quality and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when
guests have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
Conceptual Framework
This present research model is based on the theoretical foundation discussed in the earlier
section of this chapter. The model includes four key constructs (see Figure 2). According to
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push-pull theory motivators can both push or pull people to behave in a certain way (Crompton,
1979; Dann, 1977, 1981). Therefore, the present study hypothesized that both intrinsic and
extrinsic motivators induce guests to purchase from Airbnb. Airbnb guests might have
considered booking their accommodation from hotels, but they chose to purchase from Airbnb
finally. In this context, another concept of interest is the consideration set of the guest towards
the product in question. It is hypothesized that consideration set moderate has a moderating
influence on the relationship between intrinsic motivators and guests’ outcomes (e.g., repurchase
intention) as well as the relationship between extrinsic motivators and guests’ outcomes (e.g.,
repurchase intention).
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Figure 2. Conceptual model.
Hypotheses
This study proposed several hypotheses as follows:
H1. Airbnb intrinsic motivators are positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1a: Locations is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1b: Authenticity/ local authenticity is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1c: Homely feel is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1d: Social interactions/ community is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
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H1e: Sharing economy ethos is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1f: Sustainability is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H1g: Novelty is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2. Airbnb extrinsic are positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2a: Price value/ economic benefits is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2b: Home benefits is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2c: Social influence/ social value is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2d: Electronic word of mouth is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2e: Website responsiveness quality is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H2f: Website efficiency quality is positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
H3: Consideration set moderates the relationship between intrinsic motivators and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationships between intrinsic motivators and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention are stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3a: Consideration set moderates the relationship between locations and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between locations and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention is stronger when guest have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3b: Consideration set moderates the relationship between authenticity/ local authenticity and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between authenticity/ local
authenticity and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have)
considered hotels.
H3c: Consideration set moderates the relationship between homely feel and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between homely feel and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
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H3d: Consideration set moderates the relationship between social interactions/ community and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between social interactions/
community and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have)
considered hotels.
H3e: Consideration set moderates the relationship between sharing economy ethos and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between sharing economy ethos
and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered
hotels.
H3f: Consideration set moderates the relationship between sustainability and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between sustainability and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H3g: Consideration set moderates the relationship between novelty and Airbnb guest repurchase
intention, such that the positive relationship between novelty and Airbnb guest repurchase
intention is stronger when guests have not (vs. have) considered hotels.
H4: Consideration set moderates the relationship between extrinsic motivators and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that the positive relationships between extrinsic motivators and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention are stronger when guests have (vs. have not) considered
hotels.
H4a: Consideration set moderates the relationship between price value/ economic benefits and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that the positive relationship between price value/
economic benefits and Airbnb guest repurchase intention is stronger when guests have (vs. have
not) considered hotels.
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H4b: Consideration set moderates the relationship between home benefits and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between home benefits and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests have also (vs. have not) considered
hotels.
H4c: Consideration set moderates the relationship between social influence/ social value and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between social
influence/ social value and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests
have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4d: Consideration set moderates the relationship between electronic word of mouth (eWOM)
and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between eWOM
and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests have also (vs. have not)
considered hotels.
H4e: Consideration set moderates the relationship between website responsiveness quality and
Airbnb guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between website
responsiveness quality and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests
have also (vs. have not) considered hotels.
H4f: Consideration set moderates the relationship between website efficiency quality and Airbnb
guest repurchase intention, such that, there is a positive relationship between website efficiency
quality and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, which is stronger when guests have also (vs. have
not) considered hotels.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODLOGY
This chapter reviews the methodology employed by this study. It proposes a pilot study
and a main study. It presents the design of the research, methods of data collection, and data
analysis. The validity and reliability of the study are discussed at the end of this chapter.
Pilot Study
A pilot study was conducted to test the validity of the questionnaire. In general, pilot
studies also help test the adequacy of research instruments, and the appropriateness of the
proposed methods before launching the main study. Student and faculty members from a major
public university in the Southwest region of the United States comprised the pool from which
participants were selected. The sample size of the pilot study was proposed to be 100 individuals.
The data collection was from student at a major public university in Southwest region of United
States. It is proposed to collect 100 usable surveys for the pilot study. Participants were asked to
answer all survey questions as listed in the main study; in addition, they were asked to give
feedback on the following two questions regarding the effectiveness of the survey:
1. Please list any items that are difficult to understand.
2. Please list any items that are difficult to answer.
In order to explore how many factors are needed to explain the interrelationships among a
set of items and the underlying dimensions of the construct of interest, exploratory factor
analysis (EFA) was performed using the data collected from the pilot study. The EFA helped to
remove redundant highly-correlated variables from the data file. It also helped examined the
underlying, or latent relationships between the variables. In addition, a reliability analysis was
performed using in SPSS 25.0. Because Varimax method can simplify the interpretations of the
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factors (IBM Corp, 2017), it was used to fit the model. As an orthogonal rotation method,
Varimax can minimize the number of items that have high loadings on each factor (IBM Corp,
2017). Based on the feedback from the sample participants, survey questions were modified in
order to enhance comprehension. The data collected from the pilot study was not used in the
main study.
Main Study
Sample
Convenience sampling was applied to this research. For the main study, the data
collection was obtained from Qualtrics, an online survey platform. It is proposed to collect 400
usable surveys for the main study. By testing the assumption of the regression models for
purposes of inference, this proposed sample size can be acceptable. Bryant and Yarnold (1995)
stated that the subjects-to-variables ratio should be no lower than 5:1. Considered the
questionnaire has 63 variables and each variable must have at least 5 respondents, the sample
size of the subjects was set at no less than 315. In addition, 400 entirely usable surveys is a
sufficient number of respondents to keep the statistical power at 93%, maintaining a p-value of
0.05, and a given target correlation of 0.17 (Kohn, Senyak, & Jarrett, 2018).
All qualified participants were adults, age 18 years and up and who have used Airbnb in
the past six months. In order to match the collected sample with the population demographic
statistics, a similar age and gender proportion was collected from Qualtrics based on Airbnb
users’ demographic reports (iPROPERTY MANAGEMENT, 2019; Morgan Stanley, 2016).
Table 3 shows demographic backgrounds of Airbnb users; the gender differentiation statistics are
from 2019, while the age brackets are from 2017. Additionally, to ensure the quality of the data,
a speed check is implemented. Specifically, a median speed is measured using a soft launch with
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10% of the sample (N = 40). Respondents who respond faster than the median will be dropped
from the analyses.
Table 3
Demographic backgrounds of Airbnb users
Variables
Age* ͣ
(Morgan Stanley, 2016)

Gender** ᵇ
(iPROPERTY MANAGEMENT, 2019)

Category

%

18-24

15

25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 or order

36
23
14
7
5

Male

54

Female
46
Note. A
ͣ ge of Airbnb users. Adapted from “Who will Airbnb hurt more—Hotels or OTAs? One
year later. Global insight,” by Morgan Stanley Research, 2016.
ᵇ Gender of Airbnb users. Adapted from “2019 Airbnb Statistics - User & Market Growth Data,”
by iProperty, 2019.
Survey Procedure
The survey questionnaire for the main study consists of five parts (See Appendix A). Part
1 explains the purpose of this study, and presents the consent form to all participants. Part 2
presents the screening questions used to select the qualified participants. After agreeing to the
consent form, two screening questions were employed by the questionnaire to ensure that all
participants were over 18 years old and had stayed at Airbnb in the past six months. Part 3
consists of questions designed to measure three main factors: (a) guests’ consideration set, (b)
Airbnb’s intrinsic and extrinsic motivators, and (c) repurchase intention. Four ‘attention checks’
have been embedded in both Part 2 and Part 3 of the questionnaire. The scaled items from both
two sections are randomly presented to all participants in order to ensure the quality of data
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collection. Part 4 consists of demographic questions, including gender, marital status, and
income. The questionnaire of the research survey is presented in APPENDIX A.
Independent Variables, Moderator, and Dependent Variables.
The independent variables in this study are the Airbnb guests’ motivators. The intrinsic
motivators consist of: locations, authenticity/ local authenticity, social interactions/ community,
homely feel, sharing economy ethos, sustainability, and novelty. The extrinsic motivators consist
of: price value/ economic benefit, home benefits, social influence/ social value, eWOM, and
enjoyment/ hedonic motivations. The moderator of this present study is the consideration set.
The dependent variable is the Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention.
Intrinsic motivators of Airbnb’s guests. As discussed in Chapter 2, there are seven
intrinsic motivators, including (a) locations and (b) authenticity/ local authenticity, (c) homely
feel, (d) social interactions/ community, (e) sharing economy ethos, and (f) sustainability, (g)
novelty. To ensure the validity of the scale, this study adopted survey scales from previous
literature. Two scaled items were adapted from the previous literature in order to measure the
following factors: (a) locations, (b) authenticity/ local authenticity, (c) homely feel, and (d) social
interactions/ community. Not only does it ensure higher scale validity, it also ensures high
reliability as some existing scales only has single items or two items. In total, 36 items were
adapted from previous studies, and were used in this study to measure the intrinsic motivators of
Airbnb guests.
The factor ‘Locations’ is measured by items taken from Ju et al. (2019) and Tussyadiah
(2016). A sample of those items include: (a) “Airbnb room was located in a quiet neighborhood”
(Ju et al., 2019), and (b) “Airbnb room was close to transportation” (Tussyadiah, 2016).
“Authenticity/ local authenticity” is measured by items taken from Guttentag et al. (2018) and
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Liang, Choi, and Joppe (2018). Sample items include: (a) “I booked Airbnb to have an authentic
local experience” (Guttentag, Smith, Potwarka, & Havitz, 2018), and (b) “Staying at Airbnb let
me experience the local way of life” (Liang et al., 2018).
‘Homely feel’ is measured by items taken from So, Oh, and Min (2018) and Ju et al.
(2019). Sample items include: (a) “Airbnb offered spacious accommodation like homes” (So et
al., 2018), and (b) “The host made me feel at home” (Ju et al., 2019). ‘Social interactions/
community’ is measured by items taken from Ju et al. (2019) and Moon et al. (2019). Sample
items include: (a) “The host was helpful” (Ju et al., 2019), and (b) “The quality of my face-toface interaction with the host was excellent” (Moon, Miao, Hanks, & Line, 2019).
‘Sharing economy ethos’ is measured by items taken from Guttentag et al. (2018). A
sample item is “I wanted the money I spent to go to locals” (Guttentag et al., 2018).
‘Sustainability’ is measured by items taken from Tussyadiah (2016). A sample item is “Staying
at Airbnb was a more sustainable way of travel” (Tussyadiah, 2016). ‘Novelty’ is measured by
items taken from Guttentag et al. (2018). A sample item is “I thought the experience was
exciting” (Guttentag et al., 2018).
A seven-point Likert scale was used to measure all intrinsic motivators. Participants were
asked to rate each of the intrinsic motivators on a seven-point Likert scale from 1= Strongly
Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Somewhat Disagree, 4 = Neutral, 5 = Somewhat Agree, 6 = Agree,
to 7 = Strongly Agree. Table 4 lists the various intrinsic motivators, along with the scale, scale
items, and references.
Table 4
Intrinsic Motivators Analysis Scale
Domain
Local

Factors/ Reference
Locations

Scale items
Airbnb was located in a quiet neighborhood.
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authenticity (Ju et al., 2019)
(Tussyadiah, 2016).

Authenticity/
Local authenticity
(Guttentag et al.,
2018).
(Liang et al., 2018).

Social
connection

Airbnb room was located in a safe neighborhood.
Airbnb room provided by host is visually appealing.
Airbnb room was close to transportation.
Airbnb room was close to restaurants.
Airbnb room was close to shops.
Airbnb room was close to tourist attractions
I booked Airbnb to have an authentic local experience.
I booked Airbnb to stay in a non-touristy
neighborhood.
Staying at Airbnb let me experience the local way of
life.
Staying at Airbnb let me experience the local
community.
Staying at Airbnb provided a feeling of a real home.
Staying at Airbnb allowed me to interact with the local
community.

Homely feel
(So et al., 2018).
(Ju et al., 2019).

Airbnb offered spacious accommodation like homes.
Airbnb provided guests with home-like amenities.
Airbnb provided a “homely” feel during the stay.
Guests felt home and relaxed at Airbnb.

Social interactions
/Community
(Ju et al., 2019).
(Moon et al., 2019).

The host made me feel at home.
The host was helpful.
The host was welcoming.
The host was friendly.
The host had my best interests at heart.
The quality of my face-to-face interaction with the
host was excellent.
I had superior interactions with my host offline.
My face-to-face contact with the host was
outstanding.

Sustainability Sharing economy ethos I wanted the money I spent to go to locals.
(Guttentag et al., 2018). Staying with Airbnb was environmentally friendly.
I preferred the philosophy of Airbnb.
Sustainability
(Tussyadiah, 2016).

Staying at Airbnb was a more sustainable way of
travel.
Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the negative
impacts of travel on the environment.
Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the consumption of
energy and other resources while traveling.
Staying at Airbnb allowed me to a more socially
responsible traveler.
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Novelty

Novelty
I thought the experience was exciting.
(Guttentag et al., 2018). I booked Airbnb to do something new and different.
I booked Airbnb to have experience I could tell
friends/family about.
I thought the experience was unpredictable.

Note. Anchor is as follows: 1= Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Somewhat Disagree; 4 =
Neutral; 5 = Somewhat Agree; 6 = Agree; 7 = Strongly Agree.
Extrinsic motivators of Airbnb’s guests. According to the discussion in Chapter 2,
there are six extrinsic motivators, including (a) price value/ economic benefits, and (b) home
benefits; (c) social influence/ social value, (d) electronic word of mouth (eWOM), (e) web
responsiveness quality, and (f) web efficiency quality. Twenty-nine items were adapted from
existing literature to measure the extrinsic motivators of Airbnb guests.
‘Price value/ economic benefits’ is measured by items taken from Tussyadiah (2016) and
Mao and Lyu (2017). Sample items include: (a) “Staying at Airbnb saved me money”
(Tussyadiah, 2016), (b) “Airbnb was good value for the price” (Mao & Lyu, 2017). ‘Home
benefits is measured by items taken from Guttentag et al. (2018) and Wang and Jeong (2018).
Sample items include: (a) “I booked Airbnb for the large amount of space” (Guttental et al.,
2018), and (b) “The amenities of Airbnb were easy to access” (Wang & Jeong, 2018).
‘Social influence/ social value’ is measured by items taken from Mao and Lyu (2017). A
sample item is “Most people who are important to me think I should use Airbnb when traveling”
(Mao & Lyu, 2017). ‘Electronic word of mouth (eWOM)’ is measured by items taken from Mao
and Lyu (2017). A sample item is “I referred to Airbnb’s online reviews in my decision to stay
with Airbnb” (Mao & Lyu, 2017).
‘Web responsiveness quality’ is measured by items taken from Ju et al. (2019). A sample
item is “Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live person if there was a problem (Ju et
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al., 2019). ‘Web efficiency quality’ is measured by items taken from Ju et al. (2019). A sample
items is “Airbnb website was simple to use (Ju et al., 2019).
A seven-point Likert scale was used to measure the extrinsic motivators. Participants
were asked to rate each of the extrinsic motivators on a seven-point Likert scale from 1=
Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Somewhat Disagree, 4 = Neutral, 5 = Somewhat Agree, 6 =
Agree, to 7 = Strongly Agree. Table 4 lists the various extrinsic motivators, along with the scale,
scale items, and references.
Table 5
Extrinsic Motivators Analysis Scale
Domain
Financial
rewards

Word of
Mouth

Factors/ Reference
Price value/
Economic benefits
(Tussyadiah, 2016).
(Mao & Lyu, 2017).

Scale items
Staying at Airbnb saved me money.
Staying at Airbnb helped lower my travel cost.
Staying at Airbnb made my travel more affordable.
Staying at Airbnb benefited me financially.
Airbnb was good value for the price.
The accommodations provided by the Airbnb were
worth the price.
Airbnb presented a good deal as compared to other
lodging choices.

Homely benefits
(Guttental et al.,
2018).
(Wang & Jeong,
2018).

I booked Airbnb for the large amount of space.
I booked Airbnb for the access to household
amenities.
The amenities of Airbnb were easy to access.
Airbnb was of high overall quality.
Airbnb had high-quality appliances.
Airbnb provided me with what I needed during my
stay.

Social influence/
Social value/
(Mao & Lyu, 2017).

Most people who are important to me think I
should use Airbnb when traveling.
Most people who are important to me would want
me to use Airbnb when traveling.
People whose opinions I value would prefer that I
use Airbnb when traveling.
I referred to Airbnb’s online reviews in my decision
to stay with Airbnb.

Electronic word of
mouth (eWOM)
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Technology
enjoyment

(Mao & Lyu, 2017).

Overall, I thought Airbnb’s online reviews were
credible.
Tourists’ online reviews crucially affected my
decision to stay with Airbnb.

Web responsiveness
quality
(Ju et al., 2019).

Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live
person if there was a problem.
Airbnb website had a customer service
representative available online.
Airbnb website provided a telephone number to
reach the company.
Airbnb website compensated me for problems it
created.
Airbnb website processed refunds as promised.

Web efficiency quality
(Ju et al., 2019).

Airbnb website was simple to use.
Airbnb website loaded its pages fast.
Information at Airbnb website was well organized.
Airbnb website made it easy to find what I needed.
Listings offered by the Airbnb website were
actually available.
Note. Anchor is as follows: 1= Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Somewhat Disagree; 4 =
Neutral; 5 = Somewhat Agree; 6 = Agree; 7 = Strongly Agree.
Moderator. To examine the moderating effect, this study referred to Tuu and Olsen
(2013), and developed the consideration set question; that question is “Recall your most recent
stay with Airbnb, did you consider booking from other accommodation options (e.g., hotels,
friends’ residences)?” The anchor of this question was 0 = No, 1 = Yes.
Repurchase intention. To analyze repurchase intention, this study used two sets of
questions developed by Wang and Jeong (2018) and Tussyadiah (2016). The six items are: “I
prefer to use Airbnb over hotels,” “I would recommend Airbnb to others,” “I will choose Airbnb
again for my next trip,” “I plan to continue to use Airbnb in the future,” “I see myself using
Airbnb in the future,” “It is likely that I will use Airbnb in the future.” The seven-point Likert
scale was used as follows: 1= Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Somewhat Disagree, 4 =
Neutral, 5 = Somewhat Agree, 6 = Agree, 7 = Strongly Agree. Table 5 lists repurchase intention
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and the related measuring scale. It includes the repurchase intention, scale items, anchor, and
reference.
Table 6
Purchase Intension Analysis Scale
Factors
Repurchase intention
(Wang & Jeong, 2018).
(Tussyadiah, 2016).

Scale items
I prefer to use Airbnb over hotels.
I would recommend Airbnb to others.
I will choose Airbnb again for my next trip.
I plan to continue to use Airbnb in the future.
I see myself using Airbnb in the future.
It is likely that I will use Airbnb in the future.

Note. Anchor is as follows: 1= Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Somewhat Disagree; 4 =
Neutral; 5 = Somewhat Agree; 6 = Agree; 7 = Strongly Agree.

Main Study Data Analysis Procedure
Data analysis consisted of four phases.
Phase One: The first step of Phase One was to analyze demographic data in SPSS 25.0.
The second step provides an overview of the sample’s demographic profile. Statistical data
description, including frequency, mean, median and standard deviation, was calculated in SPSS
25.0.
Phase Two: Reliability analysis in SPSS 25.0. tested the construct validity and reliability
in Phase Two. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed in Mplus. Based on CFA
results, items showing poor reliability or poor factor structure fit were eliminated. Confirmatory
Factor Analysis. This study categorizes all motivators into two groups, intrinsic and extrinsic.
Each discrete motivator was labeled either intrinsic or extrinsic based on a thorough review
previous literature. Confirmatory actor analysis (CFA) was used to test the factor structure and
construct distinctiveness in the data from the main study. The CFA was conducted using Mplus
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7.3. Based on factor analysis results, the model fit indicated an appropriate factor structure, as
shown in Chi square, CFI (0.95 or higher) and RMSEA (.05 or lower) (Hair, Black, Babin, &
Anderson, 2010). Construct reliability was tested using Cronbach’s alpha. The results were
compiled and used to assess whether measures of the constructs were consistent with the present
researcher’s understanding of the fundamental nature of the study constructs. Cronbach’s alpha
allowed each dimension to be tested for reliability; if they did not reach the traditional threshold
(α < 0.60), the item with the lowest inter-item correlation was eliminated.
Phase Three: To examine the relationships between motivators and guests’ repurchase
intention on Airbnb, multiple linear regression analyses in SPSS 25.0. were employed.
Phase Four: During the last phase, moderating hypotheses (H3 and H4) were tested using
Hayes’ (2013) PROCESS macro in SPSS 25.0. The present study has one moderating variable,
namely the consideration set. The moderating variable was measured based on responses by
participants regarding their most recent stay with Airbnb, and whether or not they considered
booking using other accommodation options. These responses helped evaluate guests’ primary
dependent measure of repurchase intention directed to Airbnb. Hayes’ (2017) PROCESS macro
(model 1) for SPSS 25.0. was used to analyze the collected data. Specifically, independent
variables (intrinsic and extrinsic motivators) and moderators (consideration set) were meancentered before creating the interaction terms (Aiken, West, & Reno, 1991). Following Aiken et
al. (1991) recommendation, moderation plots were used to visually display the moderating
results at conditional values of the moderator (0 and 1). Moreover, the PROCESS macro
provided a simple slope test at conditional values of the moderator (0 and 1).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter reports the descriptive statistics and analysis for hypotheses testing. The data
analysis process is divided into three sections. First, the inappropriate items are removed based
on the results of exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and a reliability analysis from the pilot study.
Then, it summarizes the descriptive statistics of key demographic variables, and the results of
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) are presented. Both a multiple regression analysis plus
Hayes’ (2017) PROCESS macro (model 1) are presented. These two tests helped provide support
to the proposed hypotheses.
Pilot Study
The paper-based survey questionnaires were distributed to 102 respondents. If
respondents did not pass one of the attention checks or screening questions, or otherwise had
missing values, they were excluded from the data collection. Six respondents did not finish the
questionnaire, 2 respondents had missing values, and 16 respondents did not pass at least one of
the attention checks. As a result, 78 of the 102 responses (response rate = 76%) were retained as
usable data. In reviewing the qualitative comments (see Appendix B), 5 respondents pointed out
that they never had any problems when booking their accommodations from Airbnb’s website.
That is why they did not have any interactions with agents from Airbnb, thus they had to leave
those questions about measured web responsiveness quality unanswered. Those questions are as
follows: (a) “Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live person if there was a problem.”
(b) “Airbnb website had a customer service representative available online.” (c) “Airbnb website
provided a telephone number to reach the company.” (d) “Airbnb website compensated me for
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problems it created.” (e) “Airbnb website processed refunds as promised.” Therefore, one extra
response option labeled ‘not applicable’ was added to the seven-point scale for measuring ‘web
responsiveness quality’. The scale items remain unchanged. Table 6 lists the items of web
responsiveness quality, revised anchor, and reference. No major concerns were found in other
scales in the qualitative comments.
Table 7
Web Responsiveness Quality Scale
Technology
enjoyment

Enjoyment/hedonic
motivations
Web responsiveness
quality
(Ju et al., 2019).

Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live
person if there was a problem.
Airbnb website had a customer service
representative available online.
Airbnb website provided a telephone number to
reach the company.
Airbnb website compensated me for problems it
created.
Airbnb website processed refunds as promised.

Note. Anchor is as follows: 1= Strongly Disagree; 2 = Disagree; 3 = Somewhat Disagree; 4 =
Neutral; 5 = Somewhat Agree; 6 = Agree; 7 = Strongly Agree; NA = Not Applicable.

Both exploratory factor analysis (EFA) and reliability analysis were performed in SPSS
25.0 to uncover the underlying structure of the variables and to test the reliability of the
measurement scales. Since there were 65 items in the survey questionnaire for the pilot study and
multiple scales were used to measure each construct, it was necessary to remove items that did not
load on the suitable factors or had low loadings. As an orthogonal rotation method, Varimax can
minimize the number of items that have high loadings on each factor (IBM Crop, 2017); therefore,
the Varimax method was used for the EFA. By conducting the EFA, 14 principal components were
extracted, the reliability of each component was tested using Cronbach’s alpha. Factors that have
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eigenvalues greater than one were retained for interpretation (Fabrigar, Wegener, MacCallum, &
Strahan, 1999).
The result of the EFA showed that the final Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) value was 0.56,
and the corresponding Bartlett value was 5308.89 (p < 0.01), indicating that the data set was
suitable for principal component analysis. These first 14 components together accounted for 80.58%
of the total variance. However, after extracting 14 principal components initially, Varimax rotation
converged in 13 iterations. No items loaded on the 14th factor. As a result, 13 factors were identified
in principal component analysis. They are named as: price value/ economic benefits, home benefits,
local neighborhood (referred to location item 1 -3), location of interest (referred to location item
5-7), authenticity/ local authenticity, social influence/ social value, electronic word of mouth
(eWOM), homely feel, social interactions/ community, sustainability (including two sub-factors:
sharing economy ethos and sustainability), novelty, web responsiveness quality and web efficiency.
Furthermore, the Rotated Component Matrix generated in SPSS 25.0. showed that two items
‘Guests felt home and relaxed at Airbnb.’ (Homely 4) and ‘Airbnb was close to transportation.’
(Locations 4) did not drop on suitable factors, so these two items were eliminated from further
analysis (Pett, Lackey, & Sullivan, 2006). In addition, the following three items “The host made
me feel at home.” (Host 1); “Airbnb provided me with what I needed during my stay.” (Home
benefits 6); and “Airbnb provided a “homely” feel during the stay.” (Homely 3) were discarded
due to low factor loadings below 0.5 (Lai, Cheng, & Yeung, 2004).
Even though multiple scales were used to measure some of the constructs, including price
value/ economic benefits, homely benefits, authenticity/ local authenticity, homely feel, and
social interactions/ community, the EFA results generally support the proposed dimensionality of
the scale in Chapter 2. It provided support to argument made in Chapter 2 that some of the
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factors identified in the literature were identical in spite of the use of different labels. The only
exception is the construct ‘locations’. Based on the EFA results, two components (‘local
neighborhood’ and ‘location of interest’) were extracted from one factor (locations). One
possible reason why the EFA result showed that ‘locations’ had two components was because the
two scales (Ju et al., 2019; Tussyadiah, 2016) measured two different aspects of ‘locations’. One
set of scaled items: (a) “Airbnb was located in a quiet neighborhood.”; (b) “Airbnb room was
located in a safe neighborhood.”; and (c) “Airbnb room provided by host is visually appealing.”
measured, in general, the surrounding area and neighborhoods of Airbnb properties; the another
set of scaled items: (a) “Airbnb room was close to restaurants.”; (b) “Airbnb room was close to
shops.”; and (c) “Airbnb room was close to tourist attractions” measured the distances between
Airbnb properties and specific places of interest. Therefore, the two sub-factors in ‘locations’, (a)
‘local neighborhood’ and (b) ‘location of interest’ were used to describe these two different
location scales.
In addition, another discrepancy between the EFA result and the proposed dimensionality
of the scale in Chapter 2 is the construct ‘Sustainability’. According to the EFA result, only one
component was extracted from the two factors of (a) sustainability and (b) sharing economy
ethos. One possible reason that the EFA result showed that these two factors had just one
component was because the two scales (Guttentag et al., 2018; Tussyadiah, 2016) measured the
same aspect of Airbnb’s brand philosophy. One set of scaled items: (a) “I wanted the money I
spent to go to locals.”; (b) “Staying with Airbnb was environmentally friendly.”; and (c) “I
preferred the philosophy of Airbnb.” measured the Airbnb’s ethical belief in the sharing
economy. Another set of scaled items: (a) “Staying at Airbnb was a more sustainable way of
travel.”; (b) “ Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the negative impacts of travel on the
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environment.”; (c) “Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the consumption of energy and other
resources while traveling.”; and (d) “Staying at Airbnb allowed me to become a more socially
responsible traveler.” was set to measure the same vision that Airbnb founders would like to see
work using collaborative consumption.
Therefore, the remaining analyses were conducted based on the EFA results as indicated
on Table 8. Cronbach’s alpha, which measured the internal reliability and consistency of each
dimension, were also shown on the Table 8. All Cronbach’s alpha values for the 13 factors were
above 0.70. Finally, the factor’s mean and standard deviation were also listed on Table 8.
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Table 8
Exploratory Factor Analysis -- Factor Loadings of the Independent Variables
Items

Factor 1: Price value/ economic benefits
Staying at Airbnb made my travel more affordable.
Staying at Airbnb helped lower my total travel cost.
Staying at Airbnb saved me money.
Staying at Airbnb benefited me financially.
Airbnb was good value for the price.
Airbnb presented a good deal as compared to other lodging choices.
The accommodations provided by the Airbnb were worth the price.
Factor 2: Home benefits
The amenities of Airbnb were easy to access.
I booked Airbnb for the access to household amenities.
Airbnb was of high overall quality.
Airbnb had high-quality appliances.
I booked Airbnb for the large amount of space.
Airbnb provided me with what I needed during my stay.
Factor 3: Local neighborhood
Airbnb was located in a safe neighborhood.
Airbnb was located in a quiet neighborhood.
Airbnb was visually appealing.
Factor 4: Location of interest
Airbnb room was close to transportation.
Airbnb was close to restaurants.
Airbnb was close to shops.
Airbnb was close to tourist attractions.

Factor
loadings

Cronbach’
s alpha

18.32

%
Variance
explained
10.69

3.24

Eigen
value

Factor
mean

Factor
SD

0.95

6.05

1.04

42.03

0.86

5.18

1.33

1.56

70.46

0.80

5.31

1.24

2.27

52.85

0.91

5.12

1.45

0.94
0.93
0.92
0.89
0.80
0.72
0.67
0.69
0.69
0.62
0.61
0.60
0.46
0.80
0.71
0.58
0.49
0.90
0.86
0.81
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Items

Factor
Eigen
loadings value

Factor 5: Authenticity/ local authenticity
Staying at Airbnb let me experience the local way of life.
I booked Airbnb to stay in a non-touristy neighborhood.
Staying at Airbnb let me to experience the local community.
I booked Airbnb to have an authentic local experience.
Staying at Airbnb allowed me to interact with the local community.
Staying at Airbnb provided a feeling of a real home.
Factor 6: Social influence/ social value
Most people who are important to me think I should use Airbnb when
traveling.
Most people who are important to me want me to use Airbnb when
traveling.
People whose opinions I value prefer that I use Airbnb when traveling.
Factor 7: eWOM
I referred to Airbnb’s online reviews in my decision to stay with
Airbnb.
Overall, I thought Airbnb’s online reviews were credible.
Tourists’ online reviews crucially affected my decision to stay with
Airbnb.
Factor 8: Homely feel
Airbnb offered spacious accommodation like homes.
Airbnb provided guests with home-like amenities.
Airbnb provided a “homely” feel during the stay.
Guests felt home and relaxed at Airbnb.
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3.67

%
Cronbach’s Factor Factor
Variance alpha
mean SD
explained
35.31
0.91
4.65
1.47

0.85
0.78
0.76
0.76
0.65
0.55
1.65

66.31

0.92

4.24

1.36

1.35

74.54

0.84

5.83

1.09

1.88

62.05

0.88

5.83

1.25

0.80
0.77
0.72
0.88
0.83
0.80

0.68
0.67
0.46
0.46

Items

Factor
Eigen
loadings value

Factor 9: Social interactions/ community
The quality of my face-to-face interaction with the host was excellent.
The host was friendly.
My face-to-face contact with the host was outstanding.
The host was welcoming.
The host was helpful.
The host had my best interests at heart.
I had superior interactions with my host offline.
The host made me feel at home.
Factor 10: Sustainability
Staying with Airbnb was environmentally friendly.
Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the negative impacts of travel on the
environment.
Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the consumption of energy and other
resources while traveling.
Staying at Airbnb was a more sustainable way of travel.
I wanted the money I spent to go to locals.
Staying at Airbnb allowed me to become a more socially responsible
traveler.
I preferred the philosophy of Airbnb.
Factor 11: Novelty
I thought the experience was unpredictable.
I booked Airbnb to do something new and different.
I booked Airbnb to have experience I could tell friends/family about.
I thought the experience was exciting.
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6.02

%
Cronbach’s Factor Factor
Variance alpha
Mean SD
explained
20.04
0.94
5.23
1.24

0.88
0.85
0.85
0.82
0.77
0.75
0.68
0.48
5.58

28.37

0.91

4.49

1.15

1.11

78.60

0.78

4.94

1.28

0.77
0.77
0.76
0.74
0.74
0.70
0.68

0.66
0.65
0.57
0.55

Items

Factor 12: Technology enjoyment 1 (Web responsiveness
quality)
Airbnb website compensated me for problems it created.
Airbnb website had a customer service representative available
online.
Airbnb website processed refunds as promised.
Airbnb website provided a telephone number to reach the company.
Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live person if there
was a problem.
Factor 13: Technology enjoyment 2 (Web efficiency quality)
Airbnb website was simple to use.
Information at Airbnb website was well organized.
Airbnb website loaded its pages fast.
Listings offered by the Airbnb website were actually available.
Airbnb website made it easy to find what I needed.

Factor
loadings

Eigen
value
2.01

%
Variance
explained
57.52

2.69

47.93

Cronbach’s Factor Factor
alpha
Mean SD
0.80

4.94

1.03

0.89

5.91

0.91

0.82
0.74
0.70
0.61
0.54

0.82
0.80
0.75
0.70
0.66

Total variance explained
80.58
Note. Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis; Rotation Method: Varimax with Kaiser Normalization;
a. Rotation converged in 13 iterations.
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Main Study Results
The online survey was built in Qualtrics for the main study. The questionnaires were
distributed through Qualtrics, which also recruited and paid respondents. In total, 3,382
respondents participated in the online survey. Twelve of them were removed because they were
under 18 year old; 149 were removed because they did not accept the consent form; 255 were
removed because they failed to select at least one of the attention checks correctly; 386 were
removed because they finished the entire survey in less than 467 seconds; 449 were removed
because they had not booked Airbnb in the previous 6 months; and 1734 were removed due to
the enforced quota constraints of age and gender. As a result, 397 complete usable surveys were
collected from Qualtrics for the main study.
A similar demographic proportion had been set up based on Airbnb users’ demographic
reports (iPROPERTY MANAGEMENT, 2019; Morgan Stanley, 2016). Table 9 shows
demographic backgrounds of Airbnb users as reported in prior statistics and were identified in
this data. In reference to Airbnb users’ demographic backgrounds (iPROPERTY
MANAGEMENT, 2019; Morgan Stanley, 2016), this data consists of similar age and gender
composition (last column in Table 8). The largest age group was 25-34 years old (34%),
followed by 35-44 years old (24%), 45-54 years old (15%), 18-24 years old (14%), 55-64 years
old (8%) and 65 years old or greater (5%).
Table 9
Demographic Backgrounds of Airbnb Users
Variables
Age

Value
18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54

Airbnb User
Report
15
36
23
14
67

Survey
Participants
14
34
24
15

Gender

55-64
65 or order

7
5

8
5

Male
Female

54
46

47
53

After collecting 40 complete usable surveys from the first soft launch by Qualtrics, a
speeding check was implemented for screening the rest of participants based on the median
completion time of 467 seconds by these 40 respondents. Therefore, the remaining 360
respondents all spent more than 467 seconds to complete the survey; additional respondents (n =
386) who completed the survey within 467 seconds were discarded.
Data Description
This section presents descriptive statistics of variables. First, the frequency analysis of
consideration set and demographic description are presented below. Then, table 10 shows the
other demographic backgrounds of the respondents, and table 11 shows the descriptive statistics
of repurchase intention.
Consideration Set and Demographic Description
With regard to the questions on the consideration set, of the 397 usable surveys, 68% of
total participants had considered booking their accommodations from both Airbnb and hotels,
and 32% of total participants had considered booking their accommodations from Airbnb only. It
corresponded to similar findings as reported in Guttentag and Smith (2017).
Table 10 shows the other demographic backgrounds of the respondents. Of the 397
participants, 52% of them were married, 41% of them had never been married, 5% of them were
divorced, 2% of them were widowed, and only 1% of them were separated from their spouses at
the time of the survey. More than a quarter of respondents (28%) had household incomes ranging
from 50,000 to 79,999 US Dollars (USD), followed by 20% that had incomes ranging from
68

20,000 USD to 49,999 USD, 19% that had incomes ranging from 100,000 USD to 149,999 USD,
14% that had incomes more than 150,000 USD, 14% that had incomes ranging from 80,000 USD
to 99,999 USD, 4% that had incomes less than 20,000 USD, and 1% that did not answer this
question. All of the respondents had stayed with Airbnb at least once in the past six months, but
27% of them had stayed with Airbnb twice in the past six months, and 30% of them had stayed
with Airbnb over three times in the past six months. Almost half of the participants (47%) had
stayed at hotels more than three times in the past six months, followed by 19% that had stayed at
hotels once in the past six months, 19% that had stayed at hotels twice in the past six months,
and 15% that had not stayed at a hotel in the past six months.
Table 10
Demographic Profile from Survey Respondents (N=397)
Variables

Value

Marital status

Single, never married
Married
Separated
Widowed
Divorced
Household income from previous year
Less than $20,000
before tax (USD)
$20,000 to $49,999
$50,000 to $79,999
$80,000 to $99,999
$100,000 to $149,999
$150,000 more
Did not participate
Number of previous stays with Airbnb in Once
the past six months
Twice
Three times and more
Number of previous stays at Hotels in the None
past six months
Once
Twice
Three times and more
Total
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N

%

162
205
4
6
20
17
81
110
54
77
55
3
170
106
121
59
77
74
187
397

41
52
1
2
5
4
20
28
14
19
14
1
43
27
30
15
19
19
47
100

Table 11 shows the shows the descriptive statistics of repurchase intention. Repurchase
intention was set to be dependent variable of this research study. The table lists the mean score,
standard deviation, frequency, and skewness of repurchase intention.
Table 11
Descriptive Statistics of Repurchase Intention (N=397)
Variable

Mean

SD

Median

Repurchase intention

5.85

1.04

6.00
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Skewness
-1.46

Factor Analysis and Model Modification
According to the results of the EFA from the pilot study, two survey questions (Homely 4
and Location 4) that did not load on suitable factors were removed (Pett et al., 2003). In addition,
three questions (Host 1, Home benefits 6, Homely 3) were eliminated due to the low factor
loadings (Lai et al., 2004). Following this, a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted in
Mplus 7.3 to test the construct validity of the remaining 60 items using the main study data.
Three proposed models have been tested for CFA in Mplus 7.3. Proposed model I has 13 factors
that were input as independent variables, these are: price value/ economic benefits, home
benefits, local neighborhood, location of interest, authenticity/ local authenticity, social
influence/ social value, electronic word of mouth (eWOM), homely feel, social interactions/
community, sustainability (including two sub-factors: sharing economy ethos and sustainability),
novelty, web responsiveness quality, and web efficiency quality. Proposed model II
recategorized the 12 original factors into seven factors based on their similarities (see details in
Chapter Two). These seven factors were input as independent variables, they are: financial
rewards, local authenticity, word of mouth, social connection, sustainability, novelty, and
technology enjoyment. For proposed model III, all thirteen factors can be condensed into two
factors, intrinsic and extrinsic motivators according to the push-pull theory. The intrinsic
motivators are: local neighborhood, location of interest, authenticity/ local authenticity, social
interactions/ community, homely feel, sharing economy ethos, sustainability, and novelty, while
the extrinsic motivators are price value/ economic benefits, home benefits, social influence/
social value, electronic word of mouth, web responsiveness quality and web efficiency quality.
The CFA results indicated that proposed 13-factor model I was acceptable. According to
Bentler (1995), the ratio between the Chi square and degrees of freedom (X² /df) should be
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below 5. Chi square per degree of freedom is used to because Chi square is sensitive to a large
sample size. In this study, the Chi square was 3997.52, the degrees of freedom were 1632, and
the ratio between the Chi square and the degrees of freedom was 2.45, indicating acceptable
model fit. The root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) was 0.06, which was below
the cut-off point of 0.08, indicating a good model fit (Hair et al., 1998). However, both the
comparative fit index (CFI = 0.77) and the Tucker Lewis index (TLI = 0.82) were not greater
than 0.90, which indicated an inadequate model fit (Bentler, 1995; Hu & Bentler, 1999).
Together, the proposed model I yields a reasonable fit.
The CFA results indicated that proposed seven-factor model II was not a good model fit.
The Chi square was 6268.49, the degrees of freedom were 1689, and the ratio between the Chi
square and the degrees of freedom was 3.71. The root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) was 0.08, the same as the cut-off point of 0.08 (Hair et al., 1998). However, both the
comparative fit index (CFI = 0.68) and the Tucker Lewis index (TLI = 0.67) were not greater
than 0.90, which indicated an inadequate model fit (Bentler, 1998; Hu & Bentler, 1999). Overall,
this model did not fit the data well. Additionally, this model had worse fit to the data than model
I (Chi square difference = 2270.97, Δdf = 57, p < .01).
The CFA results indicated that proposed two-factor model III was not a good model fit.
The Chi square was 9393.57, the degrees of freedom were 1709, and the ratio between the Chi
square and the degrees of freedom was 5.50. The root mean square error of approximation
(RMSEA) was 0.11, which failed the cut-off point of 0.08, indicating an inadequate model fit
(Hair, Anderson, Tatham, & Black, 1998). Also, both the comparative fit index (CFI = 0.47) and
the Tucker Lewis index (TLI = 0.45) were not greater than 0.90, which indicated an inadequate
model fit (Bentler, 1995; Hu & Bentler, 1999). Furthermore, this model had worse fit to the data
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than model I (Chi square difference = 5396.05, Δdf = 77, p < .01), and model II (Chi square
difference = 3125.08, Δdf = 20, p < .01). Table 11 shows the results from Mplus for Model I,
Model II, and Model II, respectively.
Table 12
Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Proposed Model I (n = 397)
Proposed Model I
X²
df
X²/df
CFI
RMSEA

3997.52
1632
2.45
0.84
0.06

Proposed Model II
6268.49
1689
3.71
0.68
0.08
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Proposed Model III
9393.57
1709
5.5
0.47
0.11

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis
Two separate sets of multiple linear regression analyses were conducted with control
variables in order to investigate the effect of motivators on Airbnb users repurchase intention.
Based on the results of the EFA from the pilot study and the CFA results from the main study, 13
principal components were extracted. Therefore, in each analysis, the means of these 13
components were input as independent variables. The first regression analysis considered each of
the 13 motivators as an independent variable. The repurchase intention for using Airbnb in the
future was input as the dependent variable. The second regression analysis regressed repurchase
intention for using Airbnb in the future on all 13 components. It estimated the effect of each
motivators after controlling for other motivators.
In order to avoid confronting effects, the analyses were conducted using the following
control variables: age, gender, marital status, and purpose of travel. These variables were
controlled for because they can impact both the rating of motivators as well as the rating of
repurchase intention. Age was controlled because younger people may have a higher rating on
some motivators, such as price value/ economic benefits (Guttentag, Smith, Potwarka, & Havitz,
2018). Young people also seem more motivated than older groups by novelty seeking (Guttentag
et al., 2018). Gender was controlled because women are more motivated by environmental
concerns, such as sustainability (Böcker and Meelen, 2017); on the other hand, men are more
concerned with technology facilities (Lee & Kim , 2018), which are similar to the web
responsiveness quality and web efficiency equality. Marital status was controlled because people
traveling as family are likely to have a different set of priorities. The family life cycle evolves
over time, with major changes occurring depending on age, children, employment, and major
expenses. These factors are likely to affect travel decisions, and therefore length and type of
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lodging chosen (Alegre, Mateo, & Pou, 2009). The relative importance of various motivators,
such as home benefits, will likely differ significantly between married respondents and those
respondents who are single. Purpose of travel was controlled because leisure travelers place a
higher rating on social interactions/ community (Uysal & Jurowski, 1994); whereas business
travelers give consideration to issues such as speed of transport and convenience in getting to
their destinations (Pantelescu, 2011). These issues are related to the motivator namely ‘location
of interest’. A dummy variable was created by coding the purpose of travel; leisure travel was
coded with a value of one (1), while the others were given a value of zero (0). Another dummy
variable was created by coding the martial status; married respondents were coded with a value
of one (1), while the others were given a value of zero (0).
Hypothesis 1 states that Airbnb intrinsic motivators are positively related to Airbnb
guests’ repurchase intention. Hypothesis 2 states that Airbnb extrinsic motivators are positively
related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention. Table 12 shows the results of the regression
model. Model 2 through Model 14 represent the preliminary test of the Hypotheses. It tests the
relationship between each motivator and guests’ repurchase intention. Specifically, all of the
intrinsic motivators, including local neighborhood (β =0.42, p < .01), location of interest (β =
0.31, p < .01), authenticity/ local authenticity (β = 0.31, p < .01), homely feel (β = 0.38, p < .01),
social interactions/ community (β = 0.45, p < .01), sustainability (β = 0.38, p < .01), novelty (β =
0.20, p < .01), and extrinsic motivators, including price value (β = .47, p < .01), home benefits (β
= 0.42 , p < .01), social influence/ social value (β = 0.32, p < .01), eWOM (β = 0.38 , p < .01),
web responsiveness quality (β = 0.26, p < .01), web efficiency quality (β = 0.46, p < .01), were
positively related to guests’ repurchase intention when other motivators were not controlled for.
This replicates previous findings that various intrinsic and extrinsic motivators are related to
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repurchase intention (Guttentag et al., 2018; Guttentag & Smith, 2017; Ju et al., 2019; Satama,
2014; So et al., 2018; Quinby & Gasdia, 2014; 2018; Tussyadiah, 2015) and provides
preliminary support to Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2.
Although the findings showed all 13 motivators were positively related to guest
repurchase intention, this study performed an additional regression by putting all 13 motivators
in the same regression. This was done in order to yield a more precise outcome after controlling
for all other motivators. This allows researchers to estimate whether prior literature that only
studied certain motivators had overestimated the effect of those motivators. Therefore, the
overall regression model (Model 15) was tested to estimate the effect of each motivators after
controlling for other motivators. The overall model was reported in Model 15. It has a model R²
= 0.46 (F = 17.50, p < .01) meaning that the 13 motivators together can predict over 46% of the
respondents’ repurchase intention. Age and gender of the respondents were not associated with
repurchase intention. In addition, marital status and purposes of travel were not associated with
repurchase intention.
Contrary to the prediction in Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2, some but not all of the
motivators had an effect on guests’ repurchase intention on Airbnb when all motivators were
considered at the same time (Model 15). Supporting Hypothesis 1a, location was positively
related to guests’ repurchase intention as one of its components, the motivator ‘local
neighborhood’ was positively related to repurchase intention (β = .15, p < .05). However, the
other components of location, “location of interest” was positively related to repurchase
intention. Yet, the relationship did not reach the traditional significance (β = .07, p < .1).
Supporting Hypothesis 1d, the motivator ‘social interactions/ community’ was positively
related to guests’ repurchase intention (β = .12, p < .05). However, contrary to Hypothesis 1b, 1c,
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and 1g, authenticity/ local authenticity (β = -.01, ns), homely feel (β = .01, ns), and novelty (β =
.00, ns) were not related to repurchase intention. In addition, sustainability (β = .07, ns) was not
related to repurchase intention. Since sustainability and sharing economy ethos are two
components of ‘sustainability” based on the EFA result, this indicated that Hypothesis 1e and
Hypothesis 1f were not supported. Overall, Hypothesis 1, which states that intrinsic motivators
are positively related to repurchase intention, was partially supported.
Supporting Hypothesis 2a, the motivator ‘price value/ economic benefits’ was positively
related to guests’ repurchase intention (β = .24, p < .01). Supporting Hypothesis 2d, the
motivator ‘eWOM’ was positively related to guests’ repurchase intention (β = .10, p < .05).
However, contrary to Hypothesis 2e and 2f, web responsiveness quality (β = .08, p < .1) was
negatively related to repurchase intention, and web efficiency quality (β = .15, p < .1) was
positively related to repurchase intention. Yet, the relationships did not reach the traditional
significance. In addition, web responsiveness displayed a negative relationship to repurchase
intention and it is the opposite direction of Hypothesis 2e. Furthermore, contrary to Hypothesis
2b and 2c, home benefits (β = .08, ns), and social influence/ social value (β = .01, ns) were not
related to repurchase intention. Hypothesis 2, which states that extrinsic motivators are related to
repurchase intention, was partially supported as well.
The independent variable motivator of ‘price value/ economic benefits’ had a higher
standardized coefficient (β = .22) than the motivator ‘local neighborhood’ (β = .17) did, as well
as the motivators ‘social interactions/ community (β = .12) and ‘eWOM’ (β = .12). This indicates
that, among the 13 independent variables, ‘price value/ economic benefits’ had the strongest
influence on the intention to repurchase from Airbnb in the future.
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Table 13
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis for the repurchase intention on Airbnb

Intercept
Gender
Age
Married
Purpose of travel
Price value
Home benefits
Local neighborhood
Location of interest
Authenticity
Social influence
eWOM
Homely feel
Social interactions
Sustainability
Novelty
Web responsiveness
Web efficiency

Model 1
Control
Variables
only
Beta Sig
**
-0.00
-0.09
-0.02
0.14 *

Model 2
Price value
only
Beta
0.04
-0.05
-0.05
0.09
0.50

R sq
0.03
0.28
F
3.46 *
29.92
Note. N = 397. †p<0.1. *p<0.05. **p<0.01.

Sig
**

*
**

Model 3
Model 4
Homely
Local
benefits
neighborhood
only
only
Beta Sig
Beta
Sig
**
**
0.01
0.01
-0.04
-0.08
†
-0.06
-0.04
0.09 †
0.08
†
0.42

Model 5
Model 6
Location
Authenticity
of interest
only
only
Beta Sig Beta Sig
**
**
0.00
0.00
-0.08
-0.05
-0.03
-0.04
0.11 *
0.11 *

Model 7
Social
influence
only
Beta Sig
**
-0.02
-0.04
-0.03
0.09 †

0.01
-0.10
-0.02
0.07

Sig
**
†

**
0.31

**
0.31

**
0.32

**

Beta

**
0.42

0.20
20.16

Model 8
eWOM
only

**

0.21
20.84
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**

0.13
11.45

**

0.12
11.11

**

0.13
11.64

**

**

0.38

**

0.18
16.69

**

Intercept
Gender
Age
Married
Purpose of travel
Price value
Home benefits
Local neighborhood
Location of interest
Authenticity
Social influence
eWOM
Homely feel
Social interactions
Sustainability
Novelty
Web responsiveness
Web efficiency

Model 9
Model 10
Model 11
Homely feel
Social
Sustainabilit
only
interactions
y only
only
Beta Sig Beta Sig Beta Sig
**
**
0.05
0.02
0.01
-0.08
-0.08 †
0.01
-0.04
-0.05
-0.05
0.11 *
0.10 *
0.07

0.38

Model 12
Novelty
only
Beta

Sig
**

-0.01
-0.03
-0.04
0.11 *

Model 13
Web
responsive
ness
Beta Sig
**
-0.02
-0.05
-0.05
0.09

Model 14
Web
efficiency
Beta
0.01
-0.04
-0.04
0.10

Sig
**

**

**

0.46
17.50

*

R sq
0.17
0.23
F
16.07 **
23.78
Note. N = 397. †p<0.1. *p<0.05. **p<0.01.

**
0.38

**
0.20 **
0.26 **
0.46

**

0.16
15.00

0.07
6.00 **

**
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0.10
7.69 **

0.24
24.95

Beta
0.02
-0.02
-0.06
0.00
0.24
0.08
0.15
0.08
-0.01
0.08
0.10
0.01
0.12
0.07
0.00
-0.08
0.15

**
0.45

Model 15
All 13
motivators
Sig

**
*
†

*
*
†
†

**

The Moderating Effects Test
This study hypothesized that the consideration set of Airbnb guests would moderate the
relationships between the motivators and repurchase intention. The consideration set measure
was determined using the single mandatory question relating to the consideration set. That
question addressed whether or not respondents considered booking accommodation options other
than Airbnb. Hypothesis 3 expected that respondents who considered booking accommodations
only from Airbnb would have stronger relationships between intrinsic motivators and repurchase
intention compared to those respondents who had considered booking accommodations from
both Airbnb and hotels. On the other hand, Hypothesis 4 suggested that respondents who
considered booking accommodations from both Airbnb and hotels would have stronger
relationships between extrinsic motivators and repurchase intention compared to those
respondents who had considered booking accommodations from Airbnb only.
To test these two hypotheses, the Hayes’ (2017) PROCESS macro was performed in
SPSS 25.0. Contrary to expectations, there was no moderating effect on the relationship between
all motivators and the intention to purchase from Airbnb in the future. Table 13 presents the
moderation results. The motivator ‘locations’ was extracted as two components based on the
EFA result; there was no moderating effect on the relationship between either of the two
components and repurchase intention. Contrary to hypothesis 3a, consideration set did not
moderate the relationship between local neighborhood (β = .54, ns) and location of interest (β =
.28, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 3b, consideration set did not moderate the relationship between
authenticity/ local authenticity and repurchase intention (β = .31, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 3c,
consideration set did not moderate the relationship between homely feel and repurchase intention
(β = .50, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 3d, consideration set did not moderate the relationship
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between social interactions/ community and repurchase intention (β = .49, ns). Consideration set
did not moderate the relationship between sustainability (β = .42, ns) and repurchase intention.
Since sustainability and sharing economy ethos are two components of ‘sustainability” based on
the EFA result, this indicated that Hypothesis 3e and Hypothesis 3f were not supported. Contrary
to Hypothesis 3f, consideration set did not moderate the relationship between sustainability and
repurchase intention (β = .42, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 3g, consideration set did not moderate
the relationship between novelty and repurchase intention (β = .10, ns). Hypothesis 3, states that
consideration set moderates the relationship between intrinsic motivators and Airbnb guest
repurchase intention, was not supported. Contrary to Hypothesis 4a, consideration set did not
moderate the relationship between price value/ economic benefits and repurchase intention (β =
.46, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 4b, consideration set did not moderate the relationship between
home benefits and repurchase intention (β = .43, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 4c, consideration
set did not moderate the relationship between social influence/ social value and repurchase
intention (β = .32, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 4d, consideration set did not moderate the
relationship between eWOM and repurchase intention (β = .42, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 4e,
consideration set did not moderate the relationship between website responsiveness quality and
repurchase intention (β = .21, ns). Contrary to Hypothesis 4f, consideration set did not moderate
the relationship between website efficiency quality and repurchase intention (β = .50, ns).
Hypothesis 4, states that consideration set moderates the relationship between extrinsic
motivators and Airbnb guest repurchase intention, was not supported.
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Table 14
Summary of Hayes Marco Process for Consideration Set Moderator Variable (n = 397)
Corresponding
Price value Home benefits Local neighborhood Location of interest Authenticity Social influence
motivator
Predictor
Sig 
Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig
Sig





Motivator (M)
.46 **
.43 **
.54
**
.28
**
.31 *
.32
**
Consideration
-.20 *
-.28 †
-.26
*
-.34
*
-.29 †
-.28
*
set (CS)
M × CS
-.01
.01
-.12
-.03
-.01
-.08
Gender
.12
.07
.06
.07
.05
.01
Age
-.00
-.00
-.00
-.00
-.00
-.00
Married
-.09
-.06
-.96
-.09
-.10 †
-.05
†
Purpose of travel
.24 *
.24 *
.24
*
.30
*
.28 *
.26
*
N = 397 † p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01 (two-tailed)
Note. Corresponding Motivator = Price value/ economic benefits, Home benefits, Local neighborhood, Location of interest,
Authenticity/ local authenticity, and Social influence/ social value respectively. Corresponding M × CS = Price * Consideration,
Home benefits * Consideration, Local neighborhood * Consideration, Location of interest * Consideration, Authenticity/ local
authenticity * Consideration, and Social influence/ social value * Consideration respectively.
Corresponding
motivator
Predictor
Motivator (M)
Consideration
set (CS)
M × CS
Gender
Age
Married
Purpose of travel

eWOM

Homely feel

Social interactions

Sig

.42 **
-.34 *

Sig

.50 **
-.15


.49
-.29

.05
.08
-.01
-.06
.20 †

-.15
.13
-.01
-.04
.29 *

-.07
.08
-.00
-.07
.28

Sustainability

**
*


.42
-.34

*

-.06
.07
.00
-.08
.19

Sig
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Sig
**
*

Novelty

.10
-.33
.15
.04
.00
-.08
.29

*

Web
responsiveness
Sig

.21
†
-.37
*

*

.03
-.00
-.00
-.11
.24

Sig

†
†

Web efficiency

.50
-.22

Sig
**
*

.13
.05
-.00
-.07
.26

*

N = 397 † p < .1, *p < .05, **p < .01 (two-tailed)
Note. Corresponding Motivator = eWOM, Homely feel, Social interactions/ community, Sustainability, Novelty, Web responsiveness
quality, and Web efficiency quality respectively. Corresponding M × CS = eWOM * Consideration, Homely feel * Consideration,
Social interactions/ community * Consideration, Sustainability * Consideration, Novelty * Consideration, Web responsiveness quality
* Consideration, and Web efficiency quality * Consideration set respectively.
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Summary of Hypotheses Testing
The summary of hypotheses testing results are listed in Table 14. All 13 motivators were
individually positively related to repurchase intention; however, when controlling all other
motivators, only four motivators showed significant relation to repurchase intention (price value/
economic benefits, local neighborhood, social interactions/ social value, and eWOM), while two
other motivators were positively related to repurchase intention (location of interest and web
efficiency quality) and another motivator was negatively related to repurchase intention. Yet, the
relationships did not reach the traditional significance. That being said, however, the results
showed that there was no significant moderating effects on the relationships between each
independent variable and repurchase intention.
Table 15
Summary of Hypotheses Testing Results
Hypothesized Path Relationships
H1
H1a
H1a
H1b
H1c
H1d
H1e
H1f
H1g
H2
H2a
H2b
H2c
H2d
H2e
H2f
H3
H3a
H3a

Intrinsic motivators -> Repurchase intention
Local neighborhood-> Repurchase intention
Location of interest -> Repurchase intention
Authenticity/ local authenticity -> Repurchase intention
Homely feel -> Repurchase intention
Social interactions/ community -> Repurchase intention
Sharing economy ethos and sustainability -> Repurchase intention
Sustainability -> Repurchase intention
Novelty -> Repurchase intention
Extrinsic motivators -> Repurchase intention
Price value/ economic benefits -> Repurchase intention
Home benefits -> Repurchase intention
Social influence/ social value -> Repurchase intention
Electronic word of mouth (eWOM) -> Repurchase intention
Web responsiveness quality -> Repurchase intention
Web efficiency quality -> Repurchase intention
Consideration set * Intrinsic motivators -> Repurchase intention
Consideration set * Local neighborhood -> Repurchase intention
Consideration set * Location of interest -> Repurchase intention
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Support
Partially
Yes*
Yes†
No
No
Yes*
No
No
No
Partially
Yes**
No
No
Yes*
Yes†
Yes†
No
No
No

H3b

Consideration set * Authenticity/ local authenticity -> Repurchase
intention
H3c
Consideration set * Homely feel -> Repurchase intention
H3d
Consideration set * Social interactions/ community -> Repurchase
intention
H3e
Consideration set * Sharing economy ethos and sustainability ->
Repurchase intention
H3f
Consideration set * Sustainability -> Repurchase intention
H3g
Consideration set * Novelty -> Repurchase intention
H4
Consideration set * Extrinsic motivators -> Repurchase intention
H4a
Consideration set * Price value/ economic benefits -> Repurchase
intention
H4b
Consideration set * Home benefits -> Repurchase intention
H4c
Consideration set * Social influence/ social value -> Repurchase
intention
H4d
Consideration set * Electronic word of mouth (eWOM) ->
Repurchase intention
H4e
Consideration set * Web responsiveness quality -> Repurchase
intention
H4f
Consideration set * Web efficiency quality -> Repurchase intention
Note. Significant hypothesized path relationship (†p<0.1. *p<0.05. **p<0.01.).

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

Conclusion
In summary, of the thirty hypothesized paths in the proposed model, thirteen were found
to be statistically significant, while two were partially supported (see Table 14). Implications of
the results from the proposed models, as well as the limitations of the current study, along with
suggestions for future studies, are found in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
This chapter presents and summarizes the major findings of the present study, which can
be summarized with reference to both Airbnb and hotels. Based on the findings of the study,
theoretical and practical implications are discussed. Moreover, the limitations of the current
study and directions for future research are provided.
Overview
Airbnb is the principal hospitality service in the sharing economy. Airbnb has expanded
rapidly around the globe, having the biggest market share for lodging in the sharing economy.
(Guttentag, 2015).Due to this meteoric rise in popularity, there has been an increasing number of
studies that have examined why people stay with Airbnb (Liang 2015; Guttentag, Smith,
Potwarka, & Havitz, 2018; Poon & Huang, 2017; Mody, Suess, & Lehto, 2017). In spite of the
growing number of studies researching the success of Airbnb, there is no one study that provides
a comprehensive review of the literature. As a result, there is a lack of integration of the research
findings. In addition, existing studies assumed that all Airbnb guests operated using the same
decision-making process; this is not the case. Recognizing the gaps in existing research, this
study seeks to use the push-pull theory, along with research on the consideration set. This is to
better understand the relationship between motivators for using Airbnb and guests’ repurchase
intention. The objectives of the present research study are:
Study Objective one: To examine the relationships between intrinsic/ extrinsic motivators
for using Airbnb and guests’ repurchase intention.
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Study Objective two: To investigate if the relationship between motivators for using
Airbnb and guests’ repurchase intention depends on whether or not guests consider
standard hotels in their decision-making process.
To achieve these two objectives, the researcher reviewed 12 motivators that cause guests
to choose Airbnb. The importance of investigating the 12 motivators should not be
underestimated, for it appears that those motivators induced guests to choose Airbnb. In addition,
the effects of these 12 motivators were described and discussed in Chapters One and Two, with
respect to guests’ repurchase intention and the moderator. The study then determined the
outcomes of repurchase intention. Incorporated in the study structure, an exploratory sequential
method design was used to investigate the motivators of guests’ in collaborative consumption on
the decision-making process when choosing Airbnb. Accordingly, this present research includes
two steps. Step one was designed to test the factor structure of all motivators for using Airbnb.
This step used the data collected from the pilot study. Step two tested the hypotheses in the
proposed theoretical model (Table 12) using the data collected from the main study.
Discussion of Major Findings
The purpose of this study is to examine the relationships between intrinsic/ extrinsic
motivators for using Airbnb and the guests’ repurchase intention. By reviewing previous
literature, the 12 motivators have been categorized into seven domains based on how they are
defined. These seven domains have been condensed into either intrinsic or extrinsic motivators.
Based on the EFA results, two components, local neighborhood and location of interest, were
extracted from one factor (‘locations’). Also, the EFA results indicated that the two factors,
sustainability and sharing economy ethos, were combined into one construct. The EFA indicated
13 factors, namely price value/ economic benefits, home benefits, local neighborhood (referred
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to location item 1 -3), location of interest (referred to location item 5-7), authenticity/ local
authenticity, social influence/ social value, electronic word of mouth (eWOM), homely feel,
social interactions/ community, sustainability (including two sub-factors: sharing economy ethos
and sustainability), novelty, web responsiveness quality and web efficiency quality. In the main
study, a confirmatory factor analysis was conducted. The results provided supported to the 13factor model as found in the Pilot EFA study. It showed that this 13-factors model is superior to
an alternative seven-factor model where it combines similar factors, and an alternative two-factor
model based on intrinsic and extrinsic factors.
By conducting two separate multiple linear regression analyses, relevant findings were
yielded. The first regression analysis considered each of the 13 motivators as an independent
variable, and the repurchase intention for using Airbnb in the future was input as the dependent
variable. The results of the first regression analysis showed that each of the 13 motivators was
positively related to repurchase intention when the other motivators were not controlled. The
second regression analysis was conducted by putting all 13 motivators in the same regression,
and the repurchase intention for using Airbnb in the future was input as the dependent variable.
Interestingly, only four motivators were positively related to repurchase intention; these
motivators are: price value/ economic benefits, local neighborhood, eWOM, and social
interactions/ community. In particular, location of interest, web responsiveness quality, and web
efficiency quality did not reach the traditional significance (p < .1). Web responsiveness quality
and web efficiency quality are two aspects of technology enjoyment that were examined in this
present study. Web efficiency quality is found to be positively related to repurchase intention;
this is consistent with findings in other studies of Airbnb (Ju et al., 2019, Satama, 2014;
Tussyadiah & Pesonen, 2016; and Yang & Ahn, 2016). It is also consistent with the findings in
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the retail industry (Childers, Carr, Peck, & Carson, 2001; Ha & Stoel, 2009). Surprisingly, this
study indicated that web responsiveness quality is negatively related to repurchase intention.
This is inconsistent with the findings by Ju et al (2019). This inconsistency might be due to the
fact that a significant number of respondents chose ‘not applicable’ when addressing this
motivator. It is possible that the respondents who give a high rating to this factor, which included
items such as “Airbnb website compensated me for problems it created.”, are those that
encounter problems during the booking process and need to be refunded. The negative
relationship between web responsiveness quality and repurchase intention can be explained by
their possible negative experience with the website. Consequently, the findings of this study
establish a basis for future studies due to this inconsistency regarding web responsiveness
quality.
In assessing the data, if all other motivators were controlled, the following motivators do
not have a significant relationship with Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention: home benefits,
authenticity/ local authenticity, social influence, homely feel, sustainability, and novelty. It is
possible that these motivators failed to predict significant outcomes when all other motivators
were controlled because the effect of these motivators were overestimated in the past literatures.
These findings of the present study contradict the corresponding findings of some previous
studies of Airbnb, the hospitality industry, and the tourism industry (Hamari, Sj€oklint, &
Ukkonen 2016; Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Liang, 2015; Mody et al., 2017; Poon & Huang,
2017). These contradictory findings might have been caused by the different proportions of
respondents in each age group and by gender in comparison to the other surveys. This study
justifies the use of these different proportions because the demographics chosen were based on
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Airbnb user demographic reports. This should increase the validity of the findings, and the
results of the present study should be more robust.
The second objective of this research study is to investigate whether the relationship
between motivators for using Airbnb and guests’ repurchase intention depends on the condition
that guests considered hotels in their decision-making process. By using Hayes’ (2013)
PROCESS macro in SPSS 25.0, the results indicated that the consideration set had no
moderating effect on any relationships between motivators for using Airbnb and guests’
repurchase intention. One possible reason for this is due to the imbalanced asymmetric quota of
the consideration set, that is to say there was not a 50-50 balance between those respondents who
considered alternatives to Airbnb and those who did not. In order to avoid manipulation of
respondents’ data, this study totally depends on respondent’s reported of their consideration set.
This imbalance is quantified by the fact that 32% of total respondents had never considered
booking accommodations from hotels, while 68% of respondents had considered booking
accommodations from both hotels and Airbnb. An alternative explanation for the lack of
moderating effects can be caused by the single item nature of consideration set, which limits the
variance of the moderators.
Theoretical Implications
Many previous studies show, when compared to hotel accommodations, perceived value,
lower cost, and service quality were the top factors that contribute to Airbnb’s success
(Guttentag, 2015; Guttentag et al., 2018; Mao & Lyu, 2017). This study comprehensively
reviewed the previous literature with respect to the marketing of Airbnb. The study then
summarized and categorized 12 motivators linked as causative agents for guests choosing
Airbnb. Another significant refinement is that the present study categorizes all motivators based
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on how they are defined. This study proposed three models: (a) the 13-factor proposed model I,
(b) the seven-factor proposed model II, and (c) the two-factor proposed model III. After
conducting confirmatory factor analysis for each proposed model, the results indicated that the
13-factor proposed model I was acceptable, while neither the seven-factor proposed model II nor
the two-factor proposed model III were good model fits. Based on the EFA results, one
motivator ‘locations’ was extracted as two factors, and two motivators (sharing economy ethos
and sustainability) were combined into one factor. The present study also proposed to categorize
all 13 motivators into two primary motivators based on the push-pull theory; However, both the
CFA and the EFA results did not support this two-factor proposed model. This contradicted the
suggestions from Guttentag et al (2018) in the previous study of Airbnb.
By conducting EFA in the pilot study and CFA in the main study, this present study
developed a scale that is validated. For instance, based on the previous literature, the multifaceted motivator ‘locations’ was input as a single factor. However, based on the EFA results in
the pilot study, two principal components were extracted from this single factor. As a result, in
the main study, ‘locations’ was input as two factors. According to comments from the pilot
study, this scale also showed that some of the items measuring web responsiveness quality may
not be applicable to all respondents. Consequently, an N/A option for web responsiveness quality
was added to the questionnaire for the main study. The scale developed in the present study
avoided single and double scaled items in some of the dimensions. As a result, it yields, a new
scale that enhances validity compared to other existing studies; such as, Guttentag et al. (2018)
and Poon and Huang (2017).
This present study conducted two separate multiple linear regression analyses. The
findings showed that each of the 13 factors are positively related to Airbnb guests’ repurchase
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intention. However, when controlling all other factors in the data set, some of the factors that had
been previously supported became insignificant. Surprisingly, one factor, web responsiveness
quality, when controlled, displayed a negative relationship with repurchase intention. Although
the findings showed all 13 motivators were positively related to guests repurchase intention, this
study performed an additional regression by putting all 13 motivators in the same regression.
This was done in order to yield a more precise outcome, and to reveal findings such as, which
motivators had overestimated the effect on predicting the repurchase intention.
The consideration set as moderator has been identified and demonstrated in the retail and
food service industries (Iyengar, Lepper, & Diener, 2000; Tuu & Olsen, 2013). In the context of
Airbnb, however, consideration set did not show a moderating effect on relationships between
motivators and guests’ repurchase intention. One possible reason why the moderating effect was
not significant is due to the imbalanced quota of the two different consideration sets. More than
two thirds of the respondents (270 of 397) received identical copies of one consideration set,
while less than one third of the respondents (127 of 397) received identical copies of a second
different consideration set. In the prior study conducted by Tuu and Olsen (2013), most
respondents had more than one item in their consideration sets, and those sets showed a
moderating effect on the relationship between category satisfaction and guest’s repurchase
loyalty. Contrary to expectations, in this present study of Airbnb, consideration set did not have
any moderating effect. Thus, this contradictory finding of the consideration sets establishes a
basis for future research. It would be wise for future research to investigate the significance of
the two differently sized consideration sets. Another important finding of this study is that less
than one-third of the total 397 participants had never considered booking accommodations from
traditional hotels; therefore, this implies that more than two-thirds of the 397 participants could
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be considered as potential customers for traditional hotels. Consequently, owners of traditional
hotels have an opportunity to implement marketing strategies that help stimulate guest
repurchase intention. When testing for moderating effects, this study found that the consideration
set had no moderating effect on any possible relationships between motivators for using Airbnb
and guests’ repurchase intention. Two possible reasons for this come to mind; (a) the imbalanced
asymmetric quota of the consideration set may alter the conditions, and (b) the single item nature
of the consideration set may limit the variance of the moderators. This non-significant finding
may alert operators of future studies in the following ways: (a) if the previous literature (Tuu &
Olsen, 2013) used imbalanced asymmetric quota of the consideration set, and received
significant moderating effect, (b) it is not sufficient to adopt a similar quota due to different
demographic profiles of respondents. Furthermore, the contexts between the previous study (Tuu
& Olsen, 2013) and this present study are different. Another important thing to consider is that it
is necessary to have more than one scaled item when measuring the moderator in order to avoid
any statistical drawback. The findings from the second regression analysis (putting all 13
motivators in the same regression) showed that, in addition to the four significant motivators,
three did not reach traditional significance and six were insignificant. When controlling all other
factors in the data set, some of the factors that had been previously supported became
insignificant. This finding provides an insight for future studies, being that independent variables
within one category should be examined using different statistical methods in order to gain
alternative viewpoints, and possibly more precise outcomes. When analyzing the data, it is not
adequate to simply state that one specific independent variable is significantly related to only one
dependent variable, provided that more than one independent variables exist within the same
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category. Nor is it adequate to perform a simple linear regression; however, it appears that either
a multiple linear regression or a correlation analysis might yield more thorough results.
Practical Implications
Many previous studies showed that perceived value, lower cost, and service quality,
compared to hotel accommodations, are the top factors that contribute to Airbnb’s success
(Guttentag, 2015; Guttentag et al., 2018; Mao & Lyu, 2017). Nevertheless, numerous studies
revealed that there is an extensive set of motivators that also, to a greater or lesser extent,
contribute to guests’ purchase intention (Baker, 2014; Camilleri & Neuhofer, 2017; Chu & Choi,
2000; Dolnicar & Otter, 2003; Grant, 2013; Guttentag et al., 2018; Guttentag & Smith, 2017;
Johnson & Neuhofer, 2017; Ju et al., 2018; Mao & Lyu, 2017; Mody et al., 2017; Poon &
Huang, 2017; Quinbya & Gasdia, 2014; Satama, 2014; and Tussyadiah & Zach, 2015). Those
additional motivators consist of (but are not necessarily limited to): price value/ economic
benefits, home benefits, locations, authenticity/ local authenticity, social influence/ social value,
eWOM, homely feel, social interactions/ community, sharing economy ethos, sustainability,
novelty, web responsiveness quality, and web efficiency quality. The current study not only
reviewed and summarized these previous research findings, but also refined and validated them.
The practical implications are threefold: (a) those inferences that can prove useful to the
ownership of the lodging industry infrastructure, namely the buildings that occupy guests (hotels,
motels, resorts, suites, inns, and service apartments), and the media machine that attracts them
(social media websites, mobile apps, online travel agencies, television advertisements, and radio
announcements); (b) those inferences that can prove useful to the lodging industry management
teams, comprising the Rooms division, Sales and Marketing division, Food and Beverage
division, Engineering division, and Loss Prevention division; and (c) the population of clients
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and guests that make up the foundation of the entire lodging industry, in particular, business
travelers, leisure travelers, and long-term guests.
In reference to the first group, ownership, this study shows that there are four motivators
that have a strong significant effect in controlling all others. Those four motivators are: price
value/ economic benefits, local neighborhood, social interactions/ community, and eWOM.
Using this information, ownership can make policy regulating room rates, choosing number and
quality of amenities, deciding on property location, encouraging local involvement, and
facilitating the review process. By identifying the secondary motivators, ownership can effect
small changes that will enhance the image and perception of the enterprise. In addition, for
potential owners and investors of both Airbnb properties and hotels, the results of the Study may
provide meaningful insights when they make their decisions.
For investors of Airbnb properties, they may choose to invest in properties based on the
local neighborhood. For example, Airbnb properties investors may choose various locations
based on the guests whom they are targeting, so that they can customize the decoration and local
home feel for their properties. Also, it is possible that Airbnb properties investors could better
utilize eWOM to increase sales. For instance, Airbnb properties investors might get more
meaningful information from the online reviews of the Airbnb properties, which is eWOM.
For hotel investors, they may make better decision on selecting the locations of their
properties, setting the budget, and designing both the interior and exterior. It might be necessary
for hotel investors to know more about the local community and neighborhood. Since guests care
about the surrounding of the properties they stay, hotel investors might seek closer cooperation
with the local community. For instance, investors might participate in local community activities,
such as neighborhood cleanups.
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In reference to the second group, management, this study can assist heads of various
divisions in better synchronizing their efforts that leads to improved communication and work in
conjunction with ownership. By better understanding the inherent relationship between intrinsic
and extrinsic motivators, management can better utilize the extrinsic motivators to cultivate an
experience that will have emotional appeal to the guests. For instance, Marriott international
management experimented with eliminating the traditional front desk, and incorporating it into
the lounge, with the intention of attracting millennial clientele who tend toward novelty-seeking.
Based on the findings of this study, management may pay attention to price value/ economic
benefits, local neighborhood, social interactions/ community, and eWOM. Management team
may attain more information from eWOM, and they can make some changes based on the
information. For instance, guests may mention what they would like to have during their stay at
the properties, and management might offer such things in their properties in order to improve
guests’ perception of price value/ economic benefits. Also, management may try to communicate
with guests online as much as possible, therefore guests might have better social interactions
experience as well.
With respect to the third group, clients, this study can assist guests in better
understanding their own personal motivations, desires, inclinations, tendencies, and habits.
Knowing what ‘makes us tick’, and what inspires us to act can empower the individual toward
making beneficial choices. By recognizing the extrinsic motivational techniques used by the
industry to appeal to their innermost intrinsic motivators, the guest can make a more educated
and potentially wise choice of lodging, and any of the various amenities offered by their chosen
experience.
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A case in point that has affected all three groups across the board is the decision by
management at Marriott Hotels to recommend refusal of daily housekeeping services by guests
when staying more than one night. Management sought to appeal to guests’ intrinsic motivator
for doing social and environmental good by using fewer resources. However, there may have
been an ulterior motive by management to save costs by hiring fewer housekeepers and by using
fewer costly resources. This had a negative effect on employees, which resulted in a general
strike against Marriott Internationals in some major cities of the United States. Ironically, this
created a negative impression on guests which, for many, caused them to avoid the affected
hotels during the strike. This, in turn, forced ownership to intervene, and negotiate a new policy.
It is clear from this incident that a better understanding of intrinsic and extrinsic motivators on all
levels of the industry can help resolve situations like this, and possibly help prevent them in the
future.
The findings showed only four motivators had strong significant effects when controlling
all other motivators. For Airbnb owners, they should strive to improve the remaining nine
motivators that have no significance predicting future repurchase intention. A better
understanding may lead to those motivators being incorporated in such a way that they have a
more significant effect on outcomes than they presently appear to have. For example, website
efficiency motivator did not reach the traditional significance in predicting repurchase intention.
This indicates that there are some aspects of the Airbnb website that managers can improve.
Since the eWOM had such a strong effect in predicting repurchase intention, Airbnb westie
managers should pay close attention toward maintaining the quality of eWOM.
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Limitations
There are a few limitations of this study that need to be addressed. First, this study only
incorporated participants residing in the United States; plus, the questionnaires for both the pilot
and main studies were in English only. This limits the study to a rather small, albeit significant,
cross-section of Airbnb guests. To understand Airbnb guests’ repurchase intention
comprehensively, participants should be recruited from the main markets around the world.
Another limitation is that the push-pull theory may not be the best-fit theory base on
which to build the research tool. The underlying construct of the study failed to comply with that
of the push-pull theory, even though the idea to classify motivators as either intrinsic or extrinsic
is a good one. Future studies would be well advised to take this into consideration.
As one limitation from this study, skewness of repurchase intention shall not be
neglected. Since all of these samples of our study purchased from Airbnb, they are more likely to
repurchase from Airbnb in the future than other population. As a result, it may attenuate the
results and reduce the variance of Airbnb repurchase intention. It might explain some of nonsignificant results as well.
Furthermore, discrepancies may exist in the way participants perceive the class and style
of hotels; for example, participants may have considered booking identical accommodations
from the same hotel brand, but perceived those accommodations as different classes. Since there
are numerous criteria for classifying accommodations, this may not be significant in the
decision-making process for many consumers. To alleviate confusion among consumers, the
industry may consider standardizing the overall accommodation classification scheme. Some
uniformity already exists in the industry, so it may be advised to consider the consumer
classification criteria as an open-ended question.
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Future Studies
This thesis provides several potential directions for future studies. First, Airbnb guests
from all main markets around the world should be included, not just those guests residing in the
United States. The reason why Airbnb guests from all markets should be included is because
specific motivators may have very different influence in different markets; however, it is
recognized that the population of the United States is highly diverse, and represents a crosssection of most world cultures. Future studies should distribute their questionnaires in different
languages, and in different main markets. After discovering which motivators play the strongest
or weakest roles in the different world markets, Airbnb could make tailor-made strategies for
each main market. Hotel owners would be wise to take notice of the motivators that induce
guests to choose Airbnb over them.
Second, future studies can further investigate the demographics of potential guests using
traditional hotels in order to obtain greater insight for attracting those guests. Based on the
findings of this study, price value/ economic benefits was the strongest motivator in predicting
guests’ repurchase intention. This is followed by three motivators that also had strong effects: (a)
local neighborhood, (b) social interactions/ social value, and (c) eWOM.
Therefore, future studies should also conduct qualitative research on these three
additional motivators in order to yield more information on their influence with respect to guests’
repurchase intention. In addition, because hotel brands vary in style and quality, more accurate
analysis and description of the different hotel brands should be conducted in order to set up
tailor-made marketing strategies. Also, future research may investigate other potential motivators
that have not been discussed in the present study. For example, the issue of privacy, freedom,
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and safety during the stay at Airbnb properties. The above-mentioned motivators might also
induce guests to stay with Airbnb under particular circumstances or in particular locations.
Qualitative research methodology should also be included into the various studies for the
purpose of creating industry-specific insights. This will enhance in-house understanding of what
motivates guests to initially choose their brand, and to remain loyal guests. For example, diverse
groups of Airbnb guests, such as business and leisure travelers, should be interviewed in order to
address important topics like their motivations for choosing Airbnb, as well having an open
forum for expressing any dissatisfactions they may feel towards Airbnb. After interviewing these
diverse Airbnb guests, the industry can use this detailed information to better understand their
client base and their concerns. Based on this detailed information, Airbnb can develop more
suitable marketing strategies for increasing market share.
Conclusion
It is the hope of this research study that the lodging industry in general, as well as
consumers, can benefit from the insights of the study. Specifically, by classifying the motivators
we see that the psychology of individual consumers is a driving mechanism in determining the
direction the consumer will take in deciding what type of lodging they prefer. By understanding
this deeply-rooted psychological factor, the industry can both craft its infrastructure (hotel style,
decor, host recommendations) and tailor their advertising to best reach their most lucrative
clientele.
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APPENDIX A
INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Hotel College
____________________________________________________________________________________
TITLE OF STUDY: The relationship between motivation to use Airbnb and guests’ purchase
intention: the moderating effect of consideration set
INVESTIGATOR(S): Dr. Billy Bai; Dr. Cass Shum; Wen Jiang
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Wen Jiang at 702-720-0029.
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding the manner
in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research Integrity – Human
Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 877-895-2794 or via email at IRB@unlv.edu.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to test the effect of Airbnb
motivators on guests’ purchase intention.
Participants
You will be eligible to participate in the study when you fulfill these criteria: you have purchased
accommodations from Airbnb in the past six months, and you are 18 years old or above.
Procedures
If you are selected to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following:
1. You will be surveyed on your most recent experiences of purchasing accommodations from
Airbnb and on your future intention on Airbnb.
2. You will be surveyed on your demographic information (gender, occupation, marital status,
education, income).
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, you will understand the
reasons behind your usage of Airbnb.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This research includes questions asking about why you
chose to purchase accommodations from Airbnb. You may feel these questions are an invasion of your
privacy. However, be reassured that your data are confidential – all identifiable data will be removed and
only researchers will be looking at the nonidentifiable data. Thus, this research may include only minimal
risk that does not include any discomfort, or stress beyond that which might normally occur during a
typical day. There are no right or wrong answers; thus, you need not be stressed about finding a correct
answer.
Cost /Compensation
There may not be financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will include 1 survey that
will take about 10 minutes to complete. You will not be compensated for your time.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No reference will be made
in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. Individual responses will not be shared with
any person for any reason. All records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for 5 years after
completion of the study. After the storage time, the information gathered will be destroyed.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study or in any part of
this study. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time during the
research study.
Participant Consent:
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I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask questions
about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been given to me.

Survey of Airbnb guests
Thank you for your participation in this survey. It should require about 10 minutes to complete.
The data collected will be used for the purposes of academic study related to the use of Airbnb
accommodations. Products and services offered by Airbnb satisfy different needs for different
guests, so please consider which features of Airbnb products and services have been influential
in your decision-making process. Your participation will help to improve Airbnb products and
services and better serve Airbnb guests like you.

Section 1: Qualifying questions
Below, we are going to ask you a few questions on your age and your usage of Airbnb. It helps
us to determine if you are qualified to participate in the survey.
1. What is your age? _____________________
2. How many times have you purchased accommodations from Airbnb in the past six months?
 None
 Once
 Twice
 Three times
 More than three times
How many times have you purchased accommodations from hotel in the past six months?
 None
 Once
 Twice
 Three times
 More than three times
3. What is your primary purpose of travel in your most recent booking with Airbnb?
 Business  Leisure
 Visiting friends and relative
 Others: _____________________
4. Recall your most recent stay with Airbnb, did you consider booking from other
accommodation options (e.g., hotels, friends’ residences)?
 Yes
 No
5. If yes, please list the class(es) of hotel(s) that you had considered or compared with when
purchasing accommodations from Airbnb:
 Luxury
 Upper Upscale
 Upscale
 Upper Midscale  Midscale
 Economy

Please proceed with the survey if
1) You are over 18 years old and
2) You have purchase accommodations from Airbnb in the past six months.
**************************************************************************
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Section 2: Regarding your recent stay with Airbnb
Thank you for participating in this survey. You have passed the qualification questions.
Below, we will ask you a number of questions regarding your most recent stay with Airbnb.
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements.
Referring to your most recent stay with Airbnb, please indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements:
1= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Somewhat Disagree, 4= Neutral,
5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agree, 7= Strongly Agree
A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
6. Staying at Airbnb saved me money.
7. Staying at Airbnb helped lower my total travel cost.
8. Staying at Airbnb made my travel more affordable.
9. Staying at Airbnb benefited me financially.
10. Airbnb was good value for the price.
11. The accommodations provided by the Airbnb were worth
the price.
12. Airbnb presented a good deal as compared to other
lodging choices.
13. I booked Airbnb for the large amount of space.
14. I booked Airbnb for the access to household amenities.
15. The amenities of Airbnb were easy to access.
16. Airbnb was of high overall quality.
17. Airbnb had high-quality appliances.
18. Airbnb provided me with what I needed during my stay.
B
19. Airbnb was located in a quiet neighborhood.
20. Airbnb was located in a safe neighborhood.
21. Airbnb was visually appealing.
22. Airbnb was close to transportation.
23. Airbnb was close to restaurants.
24. Airbnb was close to shops.
25. Airbnb was close to tourist attractions.
26. Please choose "disagree" for this question.
27. I booked Airbnb to have an authentic local experience.
28. I booked Airbnb to stay in a non-touristy neighborhood.
29. Staying at Airbnb let me experience the local way of life.
30. Staying at Airbnb let me to experience the local
community.
31. Staying at Airbnb provided a feeling of a real home.
32. Staying at Airbnb allowed me to interact with the local
community.
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Referring to your most recent stay with Airbnb, please indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements:
1= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Somewhat Disagree, 4= Neutral,
5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agree, 7= Strongly Agree
C
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
33. Most people who are important to me think I should use
Airbnb when traveling.
34. Most people who are important to me want me to use
Airbnb when traveling.
35. People whose opinions I value prefer that I use Airbnb
when traveling.
36. I referred to Airbnb’s online reviews in my decision to
stay with Airbnb.
37. Overall, I thought Airbnb’s online reviews were credible.
38. Tourists’ online reviews crucially affected my decision to
stay with Airbnb.
D
39. I wanted the money I spent to go to locals.
40. Staying with Airbnb was environmentally friendly.
41. I preferred the philosophy of Airbnb.
42. Staying at Airbnb was a more sustainable way of travel.
43. Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the negative impacts of
travel on the environment.
44. Staying at Airbnb helped reduce the consumption of
energy and other resources while traveling.
45. Staying at Airbnb allowed me to become a more socially
responsible traveler.
46. Please choose "agree" for this question.

1
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4
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E
47. Airbnb offered spacious accommodation like homes.
48. Airbnb provided guests with home-like amenities.
49. Airbnb provided a “homely” feel during the stay.
50. Guests felt home and relaxed at Airbnb.
51. The host made me feel at home.
52. The host was helpful.
53. The host was welcoming.
54. The host was friendly.
55. The host had my best interests at heart.
56. The quality of my face-to-face interaction with the host
was excellent.
57. I had superior interactions with my host offline.
58. My face-to-face contact with the host was outstanding.
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Referring to your most recent stay with Airbnb, please indicate the extent to which you agree or
disagree with the following statements:
1= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Somewhat Disagree, 4= Neutral,
5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agree, 7= Strongly Agree
F
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
59. I thought the experience was exciting.
60. I booked Airbnb to do something new and different.
61. I booked Airbnb to have experience I could tell
friends/family about.
62. I thought the experience was unpredictable.
G
63. Airbnb website offered the ability to speak to a live
person if there was a problem.
64. Airbnb website had a customer service representative
available online.
65. Airbnb website provided a telephone number to reach the
company.
66. Airbnb website compensated me for problems it created.
67. Airbnb website processed refunds as promised.
68. Please choose "neutral" for this question.
69. Airbnb website was simple to use.
70. Airbnb website loaded its pages fast.
71. Information at Airbnb website was well organized.
72. Airbnb website made it easy to find what I needed.
73. Listings offered by the Airbnb website were actually
available.
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Section 3: Your intention to use Airbnb in the future
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements regarding your future
intentions to use Airbnb.
1= Strongly Disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Somewhat Disagree, 4= Neutral,
5= Somewhat Agree, 6= Agree, 7= Strongly Agree
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
74. I prefer to use Airbnb over hotels.
75. I would recommend Airbnb to others.
76. I will choose Airbnb again for my next trip.
77. I plan to continue to use Airbnb in the future.
78. I see myself using Airbnb in the future.
79. It is likely that I will use Airbnb in the future.
80. Overall, I am satisfied with Airbnb.
81. Using Airbnb always meets my expectations.
82. Using Airbnb is the best option for travel accommodations.
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83. I love staying at Airbnb properties.
84. I feel better when I stay at Airbnb properties.
85. I like Airbnb more than other accommodation choices.
86. Please choose "neutral" for this question.
Section 4: Your demographics
Finally, we would like to know a few background information about yourself.
87. What is your gender?
 Male
 Female

 Other

88. What is your marital status?
 Single
 Never married

 Married

 Separated

 Widowed

Divorced

89. What is your educational level?
 Lower than high school
 High school
Associate Degree
 Bachelor’s Degree
 Master’s degree and above
90. Please indicate your entire household income from previous year before taxes.
 Less than $20, 000
 $20,000 to $49, 999
$50,000 to $79, 999
 $80,000 to $99, 999
 $100,000 to $149, 999
 $150,000 more
91. Please share any other experiences with Airbnb.

Section 5: Your feedback on the survey
92. Please list any items that are difficult to understand.

93. Please list any items that are difficult to answer.

Thank you for your participation! Please submit this survey to the researcher.
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APPENDIX B
Comments from survey of Airbnb guests
No
1

Comments
Q66 & Q67 never happened before. (Q66 and Q67 are two scaled items measuring
“web responsiveness quality”.

2

Didn't use much customer service b/c I had hardly any issues.

3

I do not have any problem with Airbnb, you need to put N/A for the live representative.

4

For some of the questions, such as whether Airbnb gave me refunds or responded to my
complaints, I never experienced this so it wasn't applicable to me. If you could put a
N/A option, that would be great!

5

I did not make the accommodations, so I wasn't able to answer a few questions. Half of
section G I was unsure of So I chose neutral (section G presents scaled items measuring
both “web responsiveness quality” and “web efficiency quality”).
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Teaching assistant for undergraduate courses: Organizational Behavior, Industry
Computer Application for Hospitality & Tourism, and Hospitality Accounting.
Researching assistant for professors doing research project in hospitality industry

Beijing Zhong Shi Xin Trading Company Distributor of Medtronic, PRC Oct2015- Jun
2016
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Business Development Manager
•
•

Assisting General Manager to visit customers, build up relationships between new
members and hospitals.
Design quarterly marketing strategy, attend commercial conference, and manage
company daily operation.

Beijing Qian Yuan Hotel

Bejing, PR. China

Front Office Manager
•
•

Mar 2015-Sep 2015

Managed an FO team, which includes Reception, Reservation, Operator, and Concierge
sections, 20 staff members in total.
Improved guests’ and employees’ satisfaction, Developing a fair training plan staff skills,
English training, and room up sales. Successfully increased 40% in room upselling
revenue, and reduced 60% in complains from OTA / social media and guests.

Marriott Internationals
Renaissance Beijing Wangfujing Hotel

Bejing, PR. China

Guest Service Manager (Duty Manager)

May 2014-Jan 2015

•
•
•
•

Hotel pre-opening team as a Guest Service Manager.
Assisted AFOM & FOM to prepare for hotel grand opening, and managed FO associate
training.
Trained 40 new associates on customer service, POS operating, English, and Marriott
membership benefits.
After hotel opened, in charge of handling guest complaints, receiving VIP clients, FD
associates on job training, and assisting inter departments to improve guest satisfaction of
the hotel.

Renaissance Shanghai Pudong Hotel

Shanghai, PR. China

Management Trainee

Mar 2013-Apr 2014

•
•
•

Worked for Renaissance Shanghai Pudong hotel in the 2nd year of Voyage Program.
Extensive training in both FO and HSKP in Rooms Division.
Served in Guest Relations Section, and was involved in determining Marriott Elite
Rewards Members’ Satisfaction.
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•

In charge of In-room Check in, complaint handling, and email reply of client departure
comments.

JW Marriott Hotel and Marriott Executive Apartments

Shanghai, PR. China

Management Trainee

Feb 2012-Mar 2013

•
•
•

Selected as one of 6 for this 24-month Voyage (management trainee) program for
Marriott International
Relocated to JW Marriott Hotel and Marriott Executive Apartments (sharing property),
rotated through the Rooms Division, and attended cross training in other departments.
Handled jobs in different sections of Rooms Division in both JW Marriott Hotels and
Marriott Executive Apartments.

Marriott Beijing City Wall Hotel

Beijing, PR. China

Executive Lounge Agent
•
•
•

May 2011- Feb 2012

Helped guests check in and out.
Assisted butlers setting menus before meals.
Provided printing, scanning, and faxing assistance to Marriott Elite Members.

Ananda Travel Agency
San Francisco
Intern
•
•

Feb 2010- May 2010
Created the program to promote student tickets sales, and remained in charge of working
with Air China to maintain the program.
Develop the website, and work with media to advertise.

Jade Palace Hotel

Beijing, PR. China

Intern
•

May 2009- Jul 2009
Intensive internship in multiple venues, including the sales and recreation departments, as
well as the front desk. This experience developed my interpersonal skills on many levels.

Golden Gate National Recreation Area (GGNRA)
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San Francisco

Intercept Surveyor
•
•

Jul2008- Nov 2008

Intercept surveyor for GGNRA, US National Recreational Area administered by the
National Park Service in and around the San Francisco Bay.
Assisted the organization and conducted tourist surveys in the park.

The LightHouse

San Francisco

Volunteer

Sep 2007- Nov 2007

•
•

The LightHouse is the largest agency providing direct services, advocacy, and
information to the blind and visually impaired community in Northern California.
Helped people with visual disabilities and impairment; served lunch; and helped art/craft
programs.
SKILLS & TRAINING

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Leadership Training- 26th Annual Fall Family Fun Fest, City of Pacifica, CA.
Operation Smile’s non-profit mission in Yan’an, China; worked as translator representing
Marriott Beijing City Wall Hotel.
Proficient in: Microsoft OS, MS Office.
Working & Management Skills: MARSHA, Opera, Recruitment, Interviewed, Training,
Pre-opening, Surveyed.
Fluent in Mandarin and English, conversational in Cantonese
Opera PMS Certificate
Certificate of completion in Marriott International Training & Development
Certificate of completion in Accounting & Bookkeeping
Certificate of Voyage Program (Management Trainee) by Marriott International
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